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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite simple group. Suppose G contains a subgrou? D 
with the follomkg properties: 
(a) D = E i< S where E is atz elementary abekatz gr-ou? 0: ordeer- 2” 
(1 ,<n<cn) and s ze SZ(2”‘). (3 < 371 < ‘xl). 
(b) <f e E E+ = Z(D)F fhelz C,(e) = D. 
(i) n -= 2 and m = 3, 
(ii) 1 G 1 = 21S . 3” . j3 . 7 . 13 . 29 and G is isomorphic to the Ru&ziis 
simple group. 
Remadz. Recently Arunas Rudvaiis has shcxn the evidence for the 
existence of a new simple group G of order 2l-” 33 j3 7 . 13 ~ 29. This 
group has been constructed by J. H. Conway and D. B. Wales 121. It contaics 
two classes of involutions and only one class contains cerrtrai involutions. 
The centralizer of a noncentral involution is isomorphic to the direct product 
of a four-group with Sk(X). D enote by H the centralizer of a central involution 
in 6. Then j = O,(N) has order 211 and class 3, L4/J -ES and if 7 is dn 
elemeat of order 3 in H then C,(T) is a quaternion group of order 8. 
David Parrott [IO] has characterized the Rudvalis group as the only group 
G with G f H ’ O(G) possessing a centralizer of a central involution 
isomorphic to N. 
Z. Janko [9] suggested to characterize ail simple groups whose 2-local 
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subgroups are thin (all S,-subgroups are cyclic for odd p). So the above 
theorem might have some importance for this classification problem. However, 
D. Parrott informed me that the Rudvalis group possesses 2-local subgroups 
which are not thin. 
A similar problem as ours, also connected with Janko’s problem, has been 
handled already. Let us replace in the theorem under the assumptions the 
group S by a group L =L,(29, (2 < m < co). 
If n = 1 then 2. Janko has shown that e E EF is a central involution and 
G N Jr the simple group of order 23 . 3 . 5 . 7 . 11 . 19. 
If n > 2 then F. Smith has shown that n = nz = 2, e E E+ is a noncentral 
involution and G N _I, the simple group of order 2: . 33 . 52 . 7. 
The proof of the theorem splits into two parts. 
In the first part we reduce the problem to the case n = 2 and m = 3. 
Therefore we consider a ,&-subgroup N of No(T) where T is a &-subgroup 
of D. We show that either Aro(Rr)/r>lw N GL(3,2) which implies in particular 
that ?a = 2 and 112 = 3 or iVo( nT)/ W contains a normal subgroup isomorphic 
to a Frobenius group of order 2”(2’” - 1). The second case will finally lead 
to a contradiction. Here a modified version of a part of G. Higmans work on 
Suzuki 2-groups [6] can be applied because we have to study 2-groups 
having a fixed-point-free automorphism of order 2” - 1. In the second 
part we build up the structure of the centralizer of a central involution up 
to the point where we can apply the work of D. Parrott. 
Notation and terminology. Most of the notation we use is standard and can 
be found in [5] or 171. In addition we write N(X) and C(X) instead of N,(X) 
and C,(X), respectively. For subsets K and X in G we set 
XK=(&\kkEK,,vEX). 
We set q = 2”’ for vz odd > 3 and q,, = 2” for IZ 3 1. F, denotes the field 
of Y elements. 0 denotes a field automorphism ofF, with 20” = 1 or @ = 2, 
If K or ik? is a group and 23 and Z? are K- or (k)-modules, respectively, then 
B~KYBor%3rr, $B means that % and E? are isomorphic as K- or (k)- 
modules, respectively. 
Also the following notations we will keep through the whole paper. We 
set E = Z(D). Set D = E x S where S N Sx(q). We denote a Sa-subgroup 
in S by Tl and T = E x Tl is a &-subgroup of D. We set T,, = Ql( T)= Z(T) 
and F = Ur( T) = D(T); hence T,, = E x F. Further N(T) n D = T<t> 
where / c j = q - 1, CT([) = E, [t, T] = Tl and (6) acts fixed-point-free 
on T/T,, qT,/F and F. If x is an involution in G conjugate to an involution 
in E+ we say s is of type (E) and if x is conjugate to an involution in F# we 
say x is of type (F). 
SPMPLE GROUPS OF ORDER 2l” ?i3 , j3 ~ -? = 13 . “,g jj 
1. REDUCTION TO THE CASE ?z = 2 rm it3 = 3 
The foilowing lemma can be extracted from 6. Higmans work on SW&~ 
2-groups [6]. 
LsrwMa : .1 D Let c(() be a cyclic group of order q - 1. 
(a) Let M = AlI @ M2 be a F&-module ef dz’memiou 2n acted upon 
bx !~‘(I; $ixed-point-free. Let iIf1 !xF &I2 be &invariant subspaces. Then for auy 
m E df= the elements MO+ = {t& 1 k = 0, 1, 2,...) are the set of nontrivial 
elements of a &module MO of dimension n isomorphic to Mi . 
(bj Let i: be a special 2-group of order q” Gth Z = Z(L) elmentar-2v! 
abelian of order q. :I@ shall t ac as an. fixed-poi+free automorphism, We 
identify 2 with the additive group of F, and ,$ ma3; act on Z by ?~~~lt~~l~cat~~o~l 
with the element AQ*1 E FQ+, (<A> = F,+. 
(i) Suppose X is a &invariant, elementary abelian subgroup o-f ii of 
order q, X ~-1 Z = 1. If we identifv X with tlze add&e group oflt”, then [ shall 
act on X7 by multiplication with A; in particular X $‘e Z. 
(~1 Suppose I’ is a &inaariant subgroup of G which is either elemetatar); 
abelian of order q, E’ n Z = 1 or h omocyclic Ok? exponent 4 and orde? qa, 
I- 3 D( ‘Y) = Z. Furthes YZ/Z rut Z and [X7 Y-1 = Z. Then for y E i;Z - Z 
ere have C,(y) = 1. 
(8) Suppose I’ is a &‘naariant subgroup of c’ which is either elementary 
abelian of order q, I’ r‘l Z = 1 or a Suzuki 2-group of type ie(m: @j (in the 
sense oj 6. Higman [6]), Y 3 D(Y) = Z. Further X n ‘r’ = 1, X No YZ/Z 
and [S, 1-1 = Z. Th~2for y E I’Z - Z we have I C&y)i < 2. 
(ii) Suppose X is a &invariant subgroup of C of I;pe A(m, 0) containing 
Z. Let I- be a &inaariant subgroup of U ,z&rh is eifheP elementary abeiian o,$ 
order q, i; n Z = I or 1’ is homocyclic of exponent 4 and order q”, Y 2 D(P) =Z. 
Further I’Z!Z vs’ Z and [I: X] = Z. Then U can be ident$ed with the set of 
all triples (iy, ,/3, Q; DI, ,63, 5 E F, . There is a fixed E 5 I;,* such that the muiti- 
phcation in .!I: follozas the rule 
$f Y is homocyclic of exponent 4, and 
if Y is elementary abelian. 
Proof. (a) is well known. (b) W e consider X = S.Z/Z, F = XT/Z 
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and Z as F,(e)-spaces with the bilinear &admissible commutator map from 
XX YintoZ. FurtherwesetX*=X@F,, Y*=Y@F,andZ* = 
Z @ F, . Then 5 induces an automorphism on these spaces and the 
commutator map has a natural &admissible extension too. We introduce the 
notation of the proof of [6, Lemma 121. So we have basises ‘2’s , x1 ,..., x,-r of 
X*, y,, , yr ,..., ym-r of Y* and x0, z1 ,..., z,-r of Z* such that xi5 = W”r. LZ> 
yi” = $tvi and ,Q = 720xi for 0 < i < nz - 1, respectively. 
By the assumptions of (i, a) we may assume that ‘13 = X, p = X(@+r)p and 
7 = h”+r. The arguments of [6, Lemma 121 then imply that if we identify the 
elements in X by (01, 0); LY, E F, and the elements in Y by (0,/I); /3 E F, we have 
[(oI, 0), (0, p)] = l &z/Ps with a fixed E E F, . The assertion follows. 
If we are in case (i, /I) then 5-B = p = X and T = Xofr. We may assume that 
Y is of type A(m, 0). Namely if I’ is elementary abelian then there is a 
x E X and a 3’ E Ir such that [&y,y] f 1. Set r” = ((xy)@ 1 k = 0, l,...). 
By (a) k’ is of type d(m, 0) and for 9 E Y - Z and y E I-+ certainly 
I cm = I CX(Y)l~ 
If 0 = 2“ then by copying the proof of [6, Lemma 121 we may assume that 
the only nonzero products [xi , yj] are [xi , yi+r] = l a’+ with a fixed E EF,+. 
Note that we have to replace xi by xi + l;e>fi if necessary. Then we may 
identify u = U/Z with the pairs (01, /3) EF,-, x Fg and Z with F, . Finally 
we can represent P by the pairs (0, y). As U has class 2 for (01, !I) E 0 and 
(0, y) E Y* we have [(a, ,8), (0, r)] = E~Y@ + p@y + r@p, then 
W% WI, (07 r>l = U% B), (0, r)l + (A + A@) Pr. 
So if (01, /3) E X# centralizes (0, y) E YK then /I # 0. If (XO~, h/3) centralizes 
(0, r) too it follows h = ho. Gal(I;, : F2) = (0) implies C%(O) = F2 and 
h = 1. The assertion follows from the fact that X is &invariant. 
(ii) follows in the same manner if one makes some obvious changes 
in the proof of [6, Lemma 121. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) T is not a .!I’,-subgroup of G. 
(ii) / E I < I F /, ifz particular, p,, < q. 
(iii) Eveyv element in T,, - F is conjugate in iV( T) to an element in Em 
(iv) An involution of type (F) is not an invohtion of type (E). 
Proof. As e E E+ has no square roots in T it follows that e + f in G for 
f 6 Fe. Assume T is a &-subgroup in G. Then N(T) controls the fusion 
in Z(T) = T, and no element in F is conjugate to an element in T,, - F. 
Hence we have the N(T)-invariant decomposition T, = E x F. Set R = 
(FG)/O((FG)). Goldschmidts classification of S(B)-groups [4] implies that E 
is isomorphic to the central product of an abelian 2-group with quasisimple 
groups. The quasisimple groups L which occur as factors have the property 
that either L/Z(L) h as a strongly embedded subgroup or L./Z(L) is a simple 
group with abelian ,$-subgroup. Further 
F . O(pG))/O((FG)) = O,(K) Qi(E2), 
where KZ is a &-subgroup of K. Our assumptions imply D’ g C’, 
a contradiction. 
Let I’ be a &-subgroup of G containing T. We may now assume th.at 1’ 
contains T properly. Choose Y E I’ - T, ‘ir E X-(T)p up E T; hen C,(o) = 1. 
As IC(ZI)~T,!“>IT,J it follows lEl,<_;F1. As for eEE+ we have 
e” $ E+ (otherwise eDe would be centralized b;; 0) each element in E? is 
conjugate in ,V(T) to an element in T,, - E. 
Now if e: P E E”, e f e’ then e” $ .kVP as otherwise ee’ E E- and (eij”’ EF*. 
So the map e + eUP is bijective from E+ onto (eP I e E E’]. All assertions 
are proved. 
LEnrnIa 1.2. _V( T) = N( To) and N( Tj co~~tsoZs fusio?z in To D 
A.ooJ As T,, char T we have N(T) _C N(T,,j. Now C(T,) C C(E) = D 
and C(T9) 17 D = T. So T Q N(T,) and hence N(T) = :V(T,). Assume e, 
@’ E Ef, g E G and eg = e’. Then T and T” are &-subgroups of C(e) = C(C), 
respectively. Hence there is a x E C(e, k) with P = T. So gs E N(T) and 
e”” = 6” = e’. Together with Lemma 1.2 all assertions are proved. 
Proof. Set X = X/T. As C( T,,) = T: X acts faithful on T9 I Let T E ,Z?* 
such that 3 = 1. If t E T,, then tT t is centralized bv 7 and so Lemma 1.2 
implies PI ~4;. Hence 7 induces the identity on T,,‘F. On the other hand, 
if t E TG - F then again by Lemma 1.2 tT f t as otherwise T E C(t). Hence 
t7=tmodF. 
Ser: E’ = (A* E X 1 [T, , x] _CF). I’ 4 X as F char T. Further if x E X 
and 9 E T then x E Y as we have shown above. Finally there is an eiemenr 5 
of order 4 - 1 in Y n C(E) acting transitively and fixed-point-free on F+. 
So for a fixed e E E+, Y permutes the elements of aF transitively, Assume 
y E Y centralizes e. Then 2,’ E C(e), and hence y E T (6,. So any element in 
Y+ = (Y/T)* has either one or none fixed-point on #. So Y is a Frobenius- 
group of order & - 1). Set R = O,(Y). Then C,(K) is a E-invariant group 
and hence&’ = C,(K). 
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We know that every involution of X lies in Y. Assume K is not a S,- 
subgroup of X. Then (using the barconvention for groups modulo T) 
N((<)) n X contains an element s of order 4. Now 9 E K+ and [<, s”] E 
R n (4) = 1. This contradicts the fact that (& acts fixed-point-free on 
K. Hence ] X/Y / is odd. 
Set N={~EX[ [s,F] = 11, then NqX and K_CN. Assume KCN 
and use the bar convention for groups and elements modulo T, then there 
is a % in m - K of odd order acting nontrivially on T,,/F. 
Suppose % centralizes K. Let F >( E,, be a %-invariant decomposition of To , 
then there is a t E E,,” with t” = t, # t. For LE KS we set tL = tf and 
t ’ = tlfi with f, fi EF*. So t” = t,’ = tlfi and tfa = (tf)” = tlf. f = fi 
Allows and (tt,)’ = tt, E E,# which contradicts C,O(R) = F. 
N n Y = K. Let L be a 2-complement of K in NY containing (0, then 
LnY=(cjaL and LnN=RaL. Since c<,$)nR=l we have 
L = R x (t). 
We claim R = 1. Suppose not and take Y E R+. As [r, [] = 1 it follows 
[y, E] = E and [r, TJ = 1. Because Y and [ act faithful on K/T and commute 
there is a 5 E ([> such that nz = r[ centralizes KIT. Hence K = T . C,(m) 
and T n C,(m) = 1. Set P = C,(nz). P is &admissible of order q and hence 
elementary abelian. Further C,(e) = C,(p) = 1 for every e E E+ and p E P+. 
Soq,>OandIPI=qand[P,E]=F.Chooset~T,.Thenp~[p,t]is 
a R-homomorphism from P into the trivial R-module F. So [P, Tl] = 1. 
Lety = ept be an involution where e E E, p E P and t E Tl . Then (ep)” = P. 
IfIepI=2,theneithere=lorp=landt~FandC&)=PT,orT 
foryEK-F.Ifjep[ =4,thenIt/ =4 and conversely to each ep of order 
4 we can find t E T, - F with I ept / = 2. An involution of this form has the 
property that C(y) n PT,, contains a homocyclic group of order 16 and 
exponent 4. In this case y is not an involution of type (E). In any case for an 
involution y in K - F it is easily checked that D(C,(y)) = F. 
Assume K is a S,-subgroup of G. Similar as in the proof of Lemma 1.2 
Goldschmidt’s classification of S(A)-groups [4] implies that K - F contains 
involutions of type(F). This conflicts withy 6 D(C,(y)) = F and the structure 
of K. 
N(K) contains N(T) and N(K) interchanges To and PF because K is not 
a &-subgroup of G and all involutions of type (E) in K must lie in To u PF. 
Hence / N(K): N(T) j = 2. Set Yr = {x E N(K)1 [q PF] c F}, then Yr 4 N(T) 
YYr 4 N(K) and Y n Yr = K. Let L, be a 2-complement of YY, containing 
([). Then L, = (L, n Y) x (L, n Yr) = L is abelian of order (q - 1)s 
and YY, = NY. Using the Frattini-argument we can find an involution 
x E N(L) n N(K) - N(T). Further N(K)/N is represented on F. By [7, II, 
Satz 3.10 and 3.1 l] it follows that x centralizes F. Set S = [PT,, , ~1, then S is 
homocyclic of exponent 4 and order q2 and x acts invertingly on S. Set 
( = (t”. Since [x, <] = 1 and S = [S, [] it follows that [ acts iike p on rT 
and hence E-‘p centralizes F and TI and R = (t-l@:. 
Set I’ = K.(x). Clearly, for every involution r: in Y - K we have 
C(y) n PT,, = F and so 1 C&)1 < 22”. Hence K 4 LV(Yj and 2’ is a S,- 
srbgrolrp of G. Further .x normalizes Tl and S and T;P *: SF because 
T,iF &$F and S/F qF, Certainly C(x) n TIS has order ‘q2 and is &- 
admissible. Hence C T,s(x) = C,(x) = Tl . so Cv(x) = <,A”:: x Tl . Every 
involution in c7 - K has the form xw where z~ E K and ~icj’ = E-I. Therefore 
Cr,(y) = y:\ Y TI for every involution 3’ in J;- - K, 
If .w is of order 4 in K then z$ EF+. Assume x-pet has order 4 where y* E P, 
e E E and t E Tl , then (~$et)~ = @e&et2 E PT, . It follows (.qetjz EF+ and 
the square of any element of order 4 in V lies in F-. 
Suppose an involution y E I’ - F is of type (F). TFhen F = (z2 / z E C,(j~)l 
! x ~ = 4/, bv the above remark. So if T’,, is a &-subgroup of C(y) contaming 
C,(v) it follows Z( J’e) = F a contradiction to y $F.. As lusual the theorem cf 
Goldschmidt [4] gives the desired contradiction. 
Thus R = I and N = K. Hence X/K acts faithful on F. Now ([,~,K/K 
is a maximal normal cyclic group of order (q - 1)~ with 5~ ~1 (see [7; II; 
Satz 3. !O and 3. i 11). 
For the rest of the paper we set JP = Cr,(,V(T)j. 7 wiil always denote an 
eiement i;f order r normalizing JJT, E and <fi. 
hwm 1.5. rk’ - T contains inaohtiom arzd Z(W7) = D(TC;) = $1” = F. 
Proof. If W is not a &-subgroup of G then there is a S,-subgroup Jc’ 
ef G containing W properly. So for u E N(Wj Q i; -- TJ- we have TO” $ T 
and TO’ c W. Hence JJ/ - T contains involutions. Assume W is a S,- 
subgroup of 6. Using Goldschmidts’ result as in the procf of L,emma 1.2 
it follows that TV - T contains involutions of type (.F). 
Now every element in W - T has the form .zct where w is an involution 
in JV - T and t E T (use Lemma 1.4). By the proof of Lemma 1.4 we know 
that F = Z(JV). So t”’ = t mod T,, for any t E T and any d E W, In particular 
(wt)s = P’f E TO . As no involution of type (I?‘) can have square roots it 
follows that (+ E F. 
~EMIvIA i .6. (a) FE, W/TandFykfT/T,,. 
(bj W contains an abeliaan group JJi, of order q” which contains F. WI is 
either homocyclic of exponent 4 or elementary abehan. WI P, T -= F. W/F = 
TOIF 6 T/F @ H7JF is a decompositim. in pairwise mnisomorp%c &moduz”es. 
PTOOj‘-~ T/TO N$ T,/F & F by [f;, Lemma 4]. For P E E+ the map 
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w + [e, w] is a &admissible homomorphism from IV onto F as cl(W) = 2. 
The assertion follows. (b) follows by (a), Lemma 1.5 and [6, Lemma 41. 
From now on TV1 will always have the same meaning as in Lemma 1.6. 
We set Ws = T,IIl> = [t, W]. 
LEMMA 1.7. We can idetAfy I;$’ zuith the quadruples (e; 01, p, Z;) zuith 
eEE;ct,/3,cEFg. 
(a) If [T1 , W’J = 1, then ‘we have the following rulesfor the multiplication: 
(i) (e; 01, P, 5) (6 a’, P’, 5’) = (6 01 + a’, B + P’, 5 + 5’ + aa’@ + 
p/3’ + p), ;f 1471 is homocyclic of exponent 4. We say that TV is of type (H). 
(ii) (e; a, B, Z;) (5 a’, P’, 5’) = (6 01 + a’, P + P’, 5 + 5’ + UP + 
BP), if TV1 is elementary abelian. We say that W is of type (E). 
(b) If [ T1 , JVJ = F, then we have the follozuing rules for the multiplication: 
(i) (e; a:, B, 5) (k a’, B’, 6’) = (ei; 01 + a’, B + B’, 5 + 5’ + aa’@ + 
/3/Y + ~ol~J?$‘z@ + p), if W1 is homocyclic of exponefzt 4. We say that W is 
of We W. 
(4 (e; 01, B, 5) (6 a’, P’, t> = (e6 01 + a’, B + P’, 5 + 5’ f c&@ + 
~cW~‘z@ + ,L?), if IV1 is elementary abelian. We say that W is of type (8). 
In all cases 01-+ & is a Fz-linear map from F, into F, for e E E. This map is the 
zero-map if e = 1 and is bzjective if e E Es. 8’ is always a Jixed element in F, . 
Proof. The asertions are a consequence of Lemma 1.1, 1.5 and 1.6. 
Here we identify E with those quadruples where LY. = /3 = 5 = 0, TO with 
those where 01 = /3 = 0 T with those where /3 = 0 and I17r with those 
where e = 1 and 01 = 0. 
LEMMA 1.8. If W is of type (H) or (E) then W contains exactly qzq,, - 1 
involutions. If It7 is of type (9) then W - F contains at most q(2qq0 - q,, - 1) 
involutions. If W is of type (8) and r = 1 then W - F contains at most 
q(2qq, - qO + q - 2) involutions. If W is of type (6) and F f 1 then TV - F 
contains at most q(2qq0 - qO - 1) involutions. 
Proof. The cases (H) and (E): Let (e; 01, /3, 5) be an element of lX7. In 
order to be an involution we have the requirement ~l@+l + @! + ,!I” = 0 
in the case (H) and ~l@+l + p = 0 in the case (E). So if we choose e, /I, 5 
arbitrary there is exactly one OL which satisfies one of the above equations 
as 2@ = 1. So if we exclude the identity element whose entries satisfy the 
above equations too we get exactly q”qO - 1 solutions. 
For the cases (6) and (g), suppose a’ in T is represented by (2; N, 0: 5) 
and b’ in Si; by (I ; 0, ,8, x). 
in every case the requirement for [a’, b’] = i is 
As for each a f 0 we have to have the same number of /3’s f O which satisf:; 
Eq. (“) and as the map (a, ,kI) - P&~/P@ + ,P is bilinear, counting in two 
ways tells us that there is exactly one /3 f 0 for each cy. f 0 which satisfies 
Eq. (+)~ If E = 0 or e = 1 there is no /3 f 0 which satisfies (++). 
Wow each element in W has-up to elements in F-a unique decomposition 
w = ali where a E T and b E WI . Assume s = aB is an involution. Then 
1 = $ = ai&qJ If ! = ab’ 1s an involution too then as WI is abehan (I%‘)~ = 
&lb’-’ = (&+. iet b” = &’ and assume 6” E W, - F. Assume first that 
we are in case (8). Then b” is an involution and z centralizes 6”. In T - P me 
have precisely q(qO - 1) involutions and in Jr; - A‘ we have precise+ 
& - 1) involutions. So if ab is an invoiution we now ass’ume a, b $ F. 
Tfa E Tc - Fthen for b E PPl - F the element ab has order 4. So a E T - T0 = 
For a fixed a E T - (T, u Tr) we have by (e) at most 2q involutions of the 
form ab. For a fixed a E Tr - T, we get at most 4 insolutions of the form ob. 
Hence in case (8) FL’ - F contains at most q(qo - 1) + (4” - I) + 
2g(q - l)(qO -- 1) + 4(4 - 1) = q(&q, - q0 - 1) involutions. 
Now we assume that we are in case (8). In T - -r there are q(gO - I) 
involutions and in WI -F there are no involutions. So if ,ab is an involution 
we now aswme that a E T - F and B E WI -F. Suppose at’ is an involution 
too a E T - ‘T:, and set bb’ = B”. Then a inverts b”. Let P E WI -F be 
inverted by a too. Assume b”, B”B” E W, - T, then we may assume that 
bVE2 = B” for a suitable k. So a and api’ invert 6”. ~<ow aa@ centralizes 6” and 
iies in Ti - F, a contradiction to (*). So we get at most 2qq0(p - 2) involutions 
of the form a5 with a E T - T, and b E Wr -F. If e c E- inverts b then e 
inverts everr element in FF’r . So e is the only element in E’ which has this 
property. I?e then get at most & - 1) involutions of the form eb and also 
F = 1 in this case. This gives us either g&q, - 4:) + 4 - 2) or q&q, - gn - 11: 
invoiutions in Ti,’ - F. 
LEhiK% 1.9. If n = 1 then H7 is not a S,-su&voap if2 G. 
Pmof. -ksume kl. is a &-subgroup of 6. By the Thompson transfer 
lemma? e E EF is conjugate to an element in W, . As [.y IF’] LF for x E li’ 
it foi!ows that j C,(x)l 3 / kV i/l F [ = q32/q = q?!. Hence if x in W is an 
invohrtion of type (I?), then T,. = C(x) ri IT’ is a &-subgroup of C(x) and 
T E 4 w. 
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So replacing e by x there is a (6’) E N( I+‘) n N( TX) of order 4 - 1 acting 
fixed-point-free on W/<x)I;. So if we set 5;! = (T,,” 1 21 E N(W)} then / 52 j > 1. 
W lies in the kernel of the representation of V(W) on Q. As fV( T,,)/ kl/’ E (E) 
has order 4 - 1 the kernel is exactly equal to W and every element in 
(Ar( I%)/ W)* fixes either one or no element in Q. Hence N( I%‘)/ W is a Frobenius 
group of odd order which is represented faithfully on UC/F. If f is the degree 
of an irreducible representation over the field of the complex numbers 
corresponding to an absolutely irreducible of N(W)/W involved in its 
representation on W/F such that the Frobenius-kernel is not represented 
trivially we have Q - 1 = 2” - l~f~2m+l.S0712=3,iN(~~)/~~I= 
7.127, 1 W/F [ = 128 and W is abelian, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.10. 2jc W is a Sz-subgroup of G then N(F) = iV( W) = V(T). 
Proof. Set X = N(F). We know j E / 3 4 and hence O(X) = 1. Assume 
C(F)1 W, then O(C(F)/F) = 1 and C(F)/F is a group with abelian Sa- 
subgroup. Hence N(W) n C(F) r) W and as in the proof of Lemma 1.9 it 
follows that (fV( W) n (F))(&/W . is a Frobenius-group of odd order re- 
presented faithfully on W/F. 
By Lemma 1.2 and the argument of the proof of Lemma 1.9 we have: 
2” - 1 < 2nz + n < 3112. Hence m = 3. As / GL(9,2)1,, = 35 . Y . 73 . 13 * 
17 . 31 . 73 . 127 it follows I(N(W) n C(F))(r)/W 1 = 7.127 which conflicts 
with the structure of W(f). So C(F) = W and iv(W) = N(F). Set R = 
N(W)/W and use the bar convention for groups and elements modulo W. 
Let E be a minimal normal subgroup of the solvable group a, then z be a 
minimal normal subgroup of the solvable group & then L is an elementary 
abelianp-group. Suppose, first, L n <$) = 1, then L n (ij, F> = 1 too, and as 
in the proof of lemma 1.9 it follows that L(p) is a Frobenius-group of odd 
order with Frobenius-complement (f). As E(z) is represented faithful on 
W/F me get as before a contradiction. Assume now E n (f) f 1. One 
easily verifies the following fact: Assume p j m and p / q - 1. Choose 5’ E (t> 
and 7’ E <r~> with I E’ 1 = 17’ I = p, then [CT’), (E)] $ <[‘). So (+j) n I? = 1. 
Now E normalizes CRT,& n (f)) = T,,/F. Hence L C <f) and R normalizes 
TO/F. N(T) = N(W) follows. 
LEMMA 1.11. W is not a A’,-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Suppose W is a &-subgroup of G. The proof of Lemma 1.5 tells 
us that W - F contains involutions of type (F). 
Let x be an involution of type (F) in W - F. Certainly F C C,(x) and so 
C,(X) a W. Further CWJ(~) n E = 1 and hence / W: C,(X)~ > qO > 4. 
Choose :r’ of type (8’) in such a way that 1 C,,(s)l is maximal. Set S = C,,,(s). 
We consider Y = N(X). O(Y) = 1 as 1 E j 3 4. Ler S, be a &-subgroup 
of C(x) containing X. It follows N(X) n S, 3 S. Let WT be a S,-subgroup 
of I’ containing N(X) n S, , then Z( IV,) f F as LV(E‘) = S( FI’) by Lemma 
1.10 and iV(JJr) has only one &-subgroup. ence there is a jp E Z(JfL.) - F 
and by the choice of x we have C,(y) = Y. or every &-subgroup Jr; of Ye 
different from JT’ we have Z(W,) + F too, and hence J$, n IF7 = X. Thus 
Il,lX is a (TI)-group in the sense of Suzuki. Using the structure theorem for 
(F1)-groups [12] and noting that the Schur-multiplier of L,(pl), qi even, 
is of order .< 2 it follows that I- contains a normaI subgrcup Eyl s~uch that 
I;,‘.X E,!&); and 1 I’ : 1; I is odd. As no involution in W - Y, is cf ti.pe 
(E) (this would imply N(T) C N(F)) we have yi = q0 and U’S =‘qi ” 
%o:v / X n T 1 3 qzqu . q3/q3qo = 4’ and 3 U? T0 = F. ence ,Y covers 
T,‘T, and so D(X) = F. It follows that K(X) c 2\-(F), a contradiction. 
Proof. Ser 52 = (TO” 1 s E N(W)). By the structure of J,J’ we knon- that W 
is in the kernel of the representation of N( JV) on 9. By Lemma 1.11 we have 
I -Q 1 > 1 I Set X = N(W). Assume F = 1. As il’( T,) = JJ:‘[:,; it is clear that 
JV is the kernel of the representation of N( JV) on and ,V(T,)/ 3 fixes exactly 
one point in -Q. Hence X/ JV is a Frobenius-group. Let .K/ Wbe the Frobenius- 
kernel. If O(k;iTB) f 1, then the argument of the proof of the preceeding 
lemma gives a contradiction. Hence i K,‘SV j is a power of 2? sa!- q1 . -%-is 
q ~ 1 1 q1 - 1 it follows q1 = $’ with K > 1. For T3 and T,” E A? n-e have 
alwaJ-s TG fl T,” = F. Suppose k > 2. Then W-F contains at least 
qs(qo’- 1) involutions of tj-pe (E). Lemma 1.8 implies 
I!Jence 1 < 2;‘q + l/q, + l:qq,, < lj4 + 1,‘2 + 1:16, a contradiction, 
NOW we may assume r f 1 and in particular ; E > 4. By Lemma i.8 
we have at most q(2qp, - q0 + q - 2) involutions. Every element :n ,:T:) 
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has fixed-points in F* but no element in (fj+ has fixed-points in F+. This 
implies by the structure of N(T,,) that (5) W/W has exactly one fixed-point 
in Q. Hence 
/ Q 1 = 1 + R(q - 1) and lX/Jw = IQ1 .(q- l).r. 
As 1 X/Jv 1 is even it follows k = 1 mod 2. So k = 1, 3, 5 ,... . Suppose R > 3, 
then W - F contains at least (1 + k(q - 1)) q(qa - 1) involutions of type 
(E). If k = 3, then j X/W /a = 2 and X/W has a normal 2-complement say 
K/W. As K/ JJ’ is solvable and contains N( T)/W properly the same considera- 
tion as in the proof of Lemma 1.10 gives a contradiction. So K > 5 and Lemma 
1.8 implies (1 + k(q - 1)) (q,, - 1) < 2qq, - q0 + q - 2. As Y f 1 we have 
q,, >, 4 and so h - 2 < [(k + I)/41 + [(k - 2)/8], a contradiction. We have 
shown [ Q / = q. Therefore X/W is doubly transitive of order q(q - 1)~. 
The structure of IV(T) implies that an involution in X/W has no fixed-point 
in 9. If X/ JP is not solvable a theorem of Bender [I] applies and X/W contains 
a normal subgroup Y/W eL,(q - 1). As / Y/W / = q(q - l)(q - 2)/2 it 
follows (q - 2)/2 1 I’ / WZ. The only possible solution is q = 8 and r = 3. 
As q0 < q and 7 of order 3 acts fixed-point-free on E it follows q,, = 4. 
Now we assume that X/W is solvable. Let K/W be a minimal normal 
subgroup. Then K/Wn V(T)/W’ = 1 as X/Jt’ is doubly transitive. Hence 
K/W is a 2-group and (51; K/W is a Frobenius-group. It follows that K/W 
is elementary abelian of order q acted upon faithfully by (5,~;. 
For the rest of Section 1 we always assume that we are in situation (ii) of 
Lemma 1.12. Now [ O,(N(W))j = q”q,, . We set IT = O,(N(W)), 2B = W/F, 
J1 = TJF, Jo = To/F and 2I$ = WI/F, then !IB = 3,, @ & @ ‘113, is a 
decomposition in nonisomorphic &modules and (5) J/jW’ acts faithful on Ek 
Set d = C’& TT/ W) and B = [!I& J/i W]. Note that d and B are &modules 
of ‘z? too. 
LEMMA 1.13. One of the follozkzg possibilities holds: 
(i) d = B = 2& and WI is homocyclic of exponent 4. q. = 2 and e E Es 
acts invevtingly on WI . V/W rvB TJ& . 
(ii) B C d = & @ 2& , B = !I& and WI is homocyclic of exponent 4. 
q0 = 2 and e E E’ acts invertingi$ on WI . V/W zc 2& . 
(iii) d C B = & @ ‘!X$ , B/A =c V/W and q > q0 . 
Proof. Clearly A n Jo = 1. Assume -4 = B, then A = Ji @ m3, , 
X or ‘%3213, . In the first case I V/W j = q” as 31 & ‘9.?!, . As Jo @ Ji is not 
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Py-admissible it follows d = ‘B, . As Jb;E - F has to contain at ieast 
’ a3 - I)$ involutions of type (E) e E E- has to act invertingI!- on WI , JFS 
has to be homocyciic of exponent 4 and q0 = 2. The map v + [z, e] LS a 
&-isomorphism from V/W onto A. Hence (i) is shown. 
I?Gow we assume d + B. Certainly A n B + 1 and hence B IT B = 3: 
or ?I$ .Ifd~BandB~-~,then--1 =T _ , \ 1 :g 5muz, and i, 6‘: I’/ S5- is represented 
faithfuiiy on %&‘A which is impossible. 
Suppose A C B. Assume for a t E Jo- that :\t;‘3 13 -4 is ..‘l> 1 ITIT-invaria,nt, .“I 
then, as usual, I-; W rvc ‘117, and t inverts the homocyciic E!‘, . -4s for t’ E 3,; 
:he map ‘z: + [t’> TI] is [-admissible from I,;‘Ft’ onto [t’, I?j/[[t’, I’]? 1’: it 
fooilo~s q0 = 2 and B = ‘2lJ I%, 3,, . Hence we can find ~1 E P- - W and 
‘1 f E Jr* with f,” = ~,t,w with t,, E Joi and er’ E YGr . So ‘L! dces rot act like an 
involution on %I, a contradiction. So B = !I&, . For P E Es the map z’ -+ 1~1, ej
from f-/It- onto B/&d is a &homomorphism. If we choose a basis nf +B adapted 
to the chain 1 C d C B C *YB then every ‘I E T’,iIT is represented by a matrix 
of the for17 
Here K is a EZ x uz matrix, AT, L are n x PZ matrices and I,,, and I, are the 
wdimensional and n-dimensional identity matrix, respectively. ds ‘z: acts as 
an involution we have MK = 0, rank M = 1~ as otherwise there would be 
a i E & with [t, T] E A and hence d IV< B/A, a contradiction. It follows tha; 
rank R :< 771 - n. As K + 0 we have 2” = q0 < q = 2”‘. ‘Thus (iii) is shown. 
Assume finally B C 9. -4s d n & = I we have 1 = >r 8 !!I& and 
B = J1 or !lB‘, . B = *%I$ as 3a @ 3r can not be ,/[‘: IT/Z-invariant. Pro- 
ceeding as in the first case it follows that Wz is homocychc of exponent 4: 
q0 = 2, P E I?* acts inverting on TV, and Y& pg T’:W, (ii) follows. 
Boof. (i) In every case of Lemma 1.13 we have J+, Q V. :I[> acts 
fixed-point-free on r’/ W and centralizing on W/W0 . Therefore kr!5t6 is 
elementary abelian. Hence we can find a &invariant subgroup i[ of V 
containing W,, and 1’” n E = 1 and T’t,W = V~ 
(ii) First we assume that we are in case (i) of Lemma 1.13. Assume 
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J’,/Wr is not elementary abelian, then JF’~/JJ/, is a Suzuki 2-group in the 
sense of G. Higman. The group Jr,/F has then the following properties: 
D( I/,/F) = (L’,/F)’ = JVo/F and Z( V-,/F) = bJrl/F. Certainly Z( V,,) 1 F and 
as ‘z! E J,70 - TV0 centralizes every element in bJfl/F it follows that ~2 E JV,, - JV1 
centralizes every element in JJ’, . So [ JJ> , T1] = 1. Let ew be an involution 
in the coset eJ,VO where E = (e). If z’ E r/-, - JVO , then (ezl)’ = ee%P E IV0 -F, 
a contradiction. So zl E JV,, . Set v = ,wut where zu E JJ7i and t E T1, then 
(eu)2 = z0-l twt = t”. So every involution in el;, lies in eJV1 . If x is an 
involution in J-a, then x E JVO . Hence JJ/1 C C(x) and x is not type (E). 
Applying the Thompson transfer lemma to the element e and the subgroup 
T/6 of index 2 in V we conclude that V is not a $-subgroup of G. Hence there 
is a 2-element u in iV( I’) - V with e*l E eJ/,, . As all involutions in eJV1 are 
conjugate under J- we may even assume u E N(V) r\ C(e) - k’, a contra- 
diction. Hence J70/JV1 is elementary abelian, and we can find a &invariant 
subgroup V,,,, in VT0 such that J/7,,o n IV0 = JV, and V7,,‘ooT, = Jfo . So b’,/F is 
a group as described in Lemma 1.1 (b) ( ., ) z a w h ere T,/F plays the role of X, 
Sbo/F the role of 1, and J471/F the role of Z. So for ‘3 E J’,,O - JVr and t E Tl -F 
we have at = ‘WU with z~ E r/r/, - F. So a = ~9~ = ZL’~WZ~ and zut = ZL+ which 
is impossible. 
Now we assume that we are in case (iii) of Lemma 1.13, then d = & or 
2&. Let d* be the complete pre-image of -il, then J6/;2* is abelian as 
S//J q T/‘,,iJ,JTO by [6, Lemma 41. The commutator identity [aa, b] = 
[a, bla [n, b] tells us that VO/A* is elementary abelian as [B, J;iJJr] = A. 
T;;/F is not abelian. By Lemma 1.1(a) we can find a group S’,,, C V,, such 
that J7,,O n W,, = A* and Vo,/F is a Suzuki 2-group of type -3(nz, 0). As 
there is no Suzuki 2-group of exponent 8 it follows that A* = JV1 and JJ’, 
is elementary abelian. Further Lemma 1.1(b) tells us that / JV,/F: 13, T,/F] j ,<2 
for w E J/7OO - JV, and z+ = tv mod JV1 for e E E+ and t is in Tl - F. As 
zj2 and (v:‘“)” lie in the same coset modulo F again Lemma 1.1(b) (i, /3) implies 
that [t, U] = 1 mod F and 1 E 1 = 2. Again take v E Y,, - TV,, and t E Tl - F, 
then (t”)” = t” so that / JV#: [v, T,/F] 1 ,( 2 yields [Tl , WI] = 1. Now 
clearly JJL contains no involutions of type (E). Assume v E J-,, - IV,, is an 
involution, then [v, PIT,] lies in C(n) and is a subgroup of index 2 in JVl/F. 
As C(e) for e E E* contains no elementary abelian subgroup of order q2 we 
conclude that z’ is not of type (E). As usual it is easily seen that all involutions 
of eJ/o lie in eJYO and are conjugate under V for E = (e). 
As in the preceeding case the Thompson transfer Lemma implies that 
there is an element u E iV(T’) n C(e) - V whose order is a %power, a 
contradiction. 
For the rest of Section 1 Lemma 1.14 implies that we have the situation 
of Lemma 1.13 (ii). 
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Pro$. (i) For t E Tl -F and z’ E ET0 - W, we have [t, z!] EF. Further 
there is a w E TT; - F such that ~‘e = TTLT,~ for E = ,;e>. Hence [f, a] = 
[t, z!]c’ = [t. xv] = [f, o][t, w]~ = [t, w][t, 7~1. So [t. 221 = i and Lemma 1.7 I 
iimplies [T1 ) V,] = 1. (ii) 73 centralizes W. for z’ E 6, kd as ;C7JWa q TE7,;‘F 
[6, Lemma 4] implies that I(70/YJ is abelian and G’ E bf: . Hence PTO ccntains 
a group iTo tvhich is &invariant and WI C T’“, r,‘“T. = ITo and 1’0 p 7 I Tl =&. 
As for z’. .& f r., we have [z, e’] E F and cl( I;) ~~‘2 we have [ CJO(zj: > qa. 
Hence E.-O contains no involution of type (3). The Thompscn transfer lemma 
yields that 5. is not a &-subgroup of G. 
As every involution of type (E) in eWo lies in eK’r it follows that e y ezl in 
2X7( T7! \ I .\%-i:h v E r; - rvo . So 1 I (et;)? = [e, .z]$. -4s [e, v] E TV1 -F ii 
fo!Icws D(Vc.;Fj = wl;;;% and so V-Q/F is homocychc of exponent 4. Ali 
assertions folios by [6, Lemma 41. 
Hypothesis (-). Let ti be the set of all &invariant 2-groups with he 
foollowing properties: 
Tf X E t’, then T; C X, X = XoE, E CI X0 = 1, X-, 4 X anti It, normalizes 
and acts fixed-point-free on X0 . 
X0 = T7-So, TI CT X0 = EP X0 4 X and X0 is &invariant. 
S” is homoqclic of exponent 2” and order qS, s > 3. 
e E E’ inverts bl(Xo), iV(CF(X”)T) = X@., [X0, T 2 C P ad W(X”) 11 - 
centralizes Tl . 
9,(X0) = r”, -(2,(X0) = Wi and Q&X0) = T-“. 
Lemmas 1, I5 and I. 14 show that TV E t;. 
ProoJf. F = Z(X) = X”’ and Xo;F is the only abehan grou- p of index 2 
in ,Y/F~ D(XO,‘F) = D(X;IFj = CJ1(Xo)/F and Q,(,*r,!~) = 2yO&+. 
Hence we have the N(X)-invariant chains 
and 
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So eg E eX,, for every y E IL’(X) and E = (e>. Suppose ey E eT,W(XO), then 
y E N(TW(XO)). If y centralizes X/T,W(X”), then y E X and vice versa. 
Otherwise y E X <E> - X and y has exactly one fixed-point on the coset 
e . Xo/W(Xo)Tl . If .y E X0+, then / C(x) n X0 1 > q3 and X0 contains no 
involution of type (E). The Thompson transfer lemma implies that X is not 
a &-subgroup of G. So N(X)/X C (e>X/X and N(X)/X is a Frobenius-group 
of order q(q - 1). As usual I-/X- q Xo/T,B1(Xo) eC F. 
For each ttzTl-F there is a wEW-F with jtw/ =2. As IV1 is 
N(X)-invariant it follows that WI E w mod F for y E I-. So t” E t mod F as 
ty = t mod IV1 . Hence Tl 4 Y. 
Suppose y E Y - X and eg = txe with .T E X0 - W(Xo) and t E Tl -F. 
As D(X) = W(X”) and N(TD(X)) = X we see that N(X)/X is faithfully 
represented on X/D(X). 
If X,/D(X) is centralized by Y/X then we can find [r , ,$a ,... , ft E (0 such 
that &I ... xC~ E D(X) and ttfl ‘.. t*t $ D(X). Hence z = yycl ... 3 it nor- 
malizes TW(XO) and z E X which contradicts the fact that z acts nontrivially 
on X/D(X). Therefore [Y/X, X,/D(X)] = T,D(X)/D(X) and we can find 
a y’ E Y - X with x’u’ = txx with .r’ E D(X). Now e and eu centralize Tl so 
tx centralizes Tl and (tx)“’ = Pxx’ mod F centralizes Ti . 4s t2s’ E D(X) 
centralizes Tl also x and so t centralize Tl , a contradiction. So fory E I- - X 
we always have el = ke with ?c E X0 - 7P(X”). Hence e inverts X0, X0 is 
Y-invariant and X0 centralizes Tl . 
As Y/X, is elementary abelian there is a &invariant normal subgroup 
Y. of Y containing X0 with Y. n E = 1 and Y,X = Y. Take y E Y. - X0 
then ya centralizes Tl and y” E X0 . As X0 centralizes Tl the elements in 
T,X” - X0 do not centralize Tl . Hence ya E X0. So we can find a N(X)- 
invariant subgroup Y” of Y, containing X0 such that Y” n Tl = F and 
Y”Tl = Y. . If y” E X0 - W(X”) for y E Y” - X0, then [6, Lemma 41 
implies together with E’O/XO q W(X”)/P+l(Xo) that YO is homocyclic. As 
X0 = W( Y”) then obviously YE u. 
Take y E 16 then 4’” E X0. Hence ys centralizes X0 . xv = xx’ for 
x E X0 - W(XO) with x’ E W(X”) and x = am, so x’ EF. We conclude 
j C(y) n Y, 1 > q3 and Y, contains no elements of type (E). The Thompson 
transfer lemma implies that Y is not a S,-subgroup of G and e - ey in 
N(Y) wherey E I’, - X0 . Then 1 = e2 = (ey)a = ecu->+’ . ya E X0 - iTl(XO) 
because of eec’-l E X0 - 9(X0) and we are done. 
LEMMA 1.17. Case (ii) of Lemma 1.12 does not occur. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 1.16 u contains no maximal element which 
conflicts with the finiteness of G. Lemma 1.14 gives us the assertion. 
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2. Tm STRUCTURE 0~ CENTRALIZERS OF CENTRAL INVOLUTIOI~S TN G 
Using Lemmas 1.12 and 1.17 we know that qe - 4, q = 8 and 
N(PT’j/W ‘v GL(3,2). For the (-subspaces 0, f TI’!‘H; = s we \Vill use the 
same notation as in Lemma 1.12 and 1.13. 
proof. n-e remember that *m = &, @ Jr 0 ‘%I$ is a decomposition ir 
nonisomorphic, irreducible ,c’[, VI>-spaces. If A is an eigenvaiue of 5 on s1 
then p = X@T; is an eigenvalue of E on 2JJr . Hence 5 has on 2X? the eigenvalues: 
Here X is a primitive 7th root of unity. The element 7 has the eigenvalues: 
d is a primitive 3rd root of unity. Let /3 be the Brauer-character corresponding 
10 2B lc~~~F,, ? mherel;,, is a splitting-field for GL(3, 2). Denote by1 a primitive 
7th root of unity and by B a 3rd root of unity in the complex numbers, then 
Now GL(3, 2) has exactly one ordinary character j: of degree 8 and it lies 
in the only 2-block B of defect 0 of GL(3, 2). One checks that x = 6 for the 
2’-elements of GL(3, 2). Let /3’ be the Brauer-character corresponding to x. 
The summation runs over the 2’-elements in GL(3, 2). The orthogonality- 
relations for Brauer-characters (see, for instance, [S, BO.?]) yields that 
fi = p’ and !.IJJ is absolutely irreducible. 
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Let K be a Frobenius-group of order 21 in GL(3,2) and L the Frobenius- 
kernel. Represent K,/L faithful on AiT = F,, , then M = M @F,,[GL(3, 2)] 
has the Brauer-character p E B. Again M’ has to be isomorphic to 2R OF,, . 
Obviously a ?&-subgroup of GL(3, 2) affords its regular representation on 112’. 
From now on we always denote with J’ a &-subgroup of iV(JJ’). 
LEMMA 2.2. V is a S,-subgroup of G. 
PYOOf. Assume U is a &-subgroup of G such that J- C Z;:. Take 
XEN~(V)- Jf. 
Suppose Fx = F. Changing x if necessary by a suitable element in Ti we 
may even assume that x E C(F) n N(V). Now C,(F) = JJr and hence 
x E br( W), a contradiction. 
Ex n Jv = 1: Assume for e E l?@ that ex E JJ’, then C,(e+) = C&e”) and 
F = D(C,(ee)). Thus F = Fz, a contradiction. 
So Ex covers a four-group in v-/JK Lemma 2.1 implies / C&E”)/ < 4 and 
C,,,,(ExW/W) = ,!P’JJT/JK Hence / C,(P)/ < 8 . 4” which contradicts 
1 C,(E) 3 8” .4. 
LEMMA 2.3. W is not of type (E) or (H). 
Proof. If JP is of type (E) or (H) we know that W contains 
exactly 8’ . 4 - 1 = 255 involutions. By the structure of N(T) and N(W) 
it is clear that JJ’ contains exactly 8 . 24 = 192 involutions of type (E) 
conjugate under N(W) and 7 involutions of type (F) lying in Fi. IV(JY) 
permutes the remaining 56 involutions. 
Suppose W is of type (E) then all these involutions are in Jvr -F and 
hence N( TJ’)/ JJ’ does not act irreducible on ‘!.I& against Lemma 2.1. 
Suppose JJT is of type (H). If t E Tl - F and zu E JJT1 - F with t” = u? = 
f E F+ then w’ = tul is an involution and there are precisely 56 of this kind. 
Because I+‘, C C&w’) it is clear that ZU’ is not of type (E). It follows that 
3r @ ‘113, is N(JJf)/Jv-invariant, against Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. TV is of type (8). 
Proof. We may suppose that JJT is of type (a). By the structure of iV( TO) 
and N( JJr) we have precisely 24 . 8 involutions of type (E) in W - F conjugate 
under N(W). For t E Tl -F Lemma 1.1(b) (ii) implies [t, JJi] = F and we 
have an involution of the form .wt with w E J&‘r - F and J#r0 - F contains 
exactly 14 . 8 involutions. Involutions in JJTr - F are not of type (E) and 
conjugate under N(W) to involutions in W - ET,, . The action of (t,q) 
yields that we have at least 24 . 8 + 14 . 8 + 21 . 8 involutions in W - F. 
On the other hand by Lemma 1.8 this is the maximum number of involutions 
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in W - F. Denote by .ZCI the image in ‘llj of an involution in WI - F. Set 
ZE = 11;-(R’)/J4~~ Then 1 X : Cr(z?)I = 35 as neither ?I$ nor 3: 0 %I$ is 
X-invariant bp Lemma 2.1. So 5 1 j GL(3, 2):, a contradiction. 
is a quaternion-group of order 8. Jt7C is unique@ detemined. 
Proof. We may choose x = 7, then C(v) n -V(iP-j = C(T) n Tt’ = 
(C(7) CT Wl)(C(7) n Tl). Because 1 C,(v)1 = 2, ~ C,-(v): = 8, $I’ is of type 
(6) and C,(T) is noncommutative the first assertion follows. We use now 
the notation of Lemma 1.7. Without loss we may assume that CE E C(7) n T1 -r” 
corresponds with (1; 1, 0, t;) where 5 EF~ . But then aa t) (I ; 0, 0, 1). If 
b E C(7) n w1 --F and b ~(1; 0, y, S) it follows from b” ~(1; O,O, 1) that 
y = I. As [a,b] ttjl;O,O,&. lli”l~@) = (l;030, 8) =(l;O,O, ljitfoilows 
d = 1 and the structure of JJ/b is uniquely determined. 
Proof0 Certainly M(W) covers N(F)/C(F). We assume C(F) I) Jli. First 
we suppose K = O(C(F)) f 1, then R = ,“C,(e)I e E P). Hence 
Kc C(e) n C(F), a contradiction. So O(C(F)$?‘) = 1 and C(F)P has the 
abeiian &subgroup W/F. If C(F)/F f W/F then Walters classification of 
finite groups with abelian &-subgroups implies Tb’(Tt7) n C(F) 3 W. This 
conflicts with the structure of :V( II’). 
Boof. Let us identify the elements in W,,iF by pairs (m, ,6); p SF, where 
the elements in TJF correspond to the elements with /? = @ and the elements 
in WI/F to those where 01 = 0. As 20” = 1 and 4 = 8 we have 8 =: 2. 
Suppose that t is represented on TJF by multiplication with A; then 
(a, /3) -L @cd, X(@)fl)iy3) and ;, 5 A@+]-y, 
We may assume E” = [*. Because (l? 0)” = (1, Oj by a suitable choice of 7 it 
follows: (ilk, 0)~ = (1, O)E’n = (1, O)nP”” = ((Xk)“, 0) or (mi, 0) -+n (a@, 0). The 
same argument shows us that (0, 9) +n (0, fi@) and 1~ +;J y@~ We represent 
the elements in W/F by triples (e; 01, p); where e E E and u, fi ~;7, ~ Again we 
identify F wit’ith F, , then (e; a, /3) +t (e; ha, X’@+1)!:2@ and < -+c X@‘+i<. Further 
(e; 01, pj +n (e”; a@, ,P) and 5 -+R 5 0. For e E E’ the map w + $1, e] is a 
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&homomorphism from Wi onto F. It follows h@+l/P = (X(@+l)iZ@?. In 
particular, 
ae = 012 . 1”. (*I 
For x E Q - Q’ the map zu - [w, &x] is an v-homomorphism from W into 
F and from %B into F, respectively. Now ?B = ?l @ [%J, 71 (where 5X is the 
image of Q in %?). Clearly [[‘%J, 71, X] C [F, 71. So either [ C,(Q)/ = 2* . / F 1 
or 22 . 1 F I. 
Assume that we are in the first case. 1 L 1 3 25 for L = WO n C,(Q). 
Take x E PVi r\ Q - F, then [L, X] = 1 implies L C W, , Now take 
y E T1 n Q - F . [L, y] = 1 gives L Z F, a contradiction. 
Hence 1 C,(Q)1 = 2”. Assume C,(Q) -F contains an involution of type 
(E) say x. Then Q C C(Z) against the structure of centralizers of involutions 
of type (E). 
Again choose x and y as above and we may suppose that x H (1; 0, 1) and 
y t) (1; 1,O). Let x tt (e; 01, p) be an element in C,+,(Q) - F. Certainly we 
have e f 1 as C(Q) n IV0 = F. From [x, Z] = 1 it follows CM = 1” and 
[y, x] = 1 implies a: + cP = pa@. Set F, = FJw] where w is a root of the 
irreducible polynomial .x3 + .Y + 1 over Fz . As we identify F with F, the 
action of 77 is represented by the action of 0 on F, . The orbits are: {I), 
{ w, ~a, w + ~a}, (1 + W, 1 + J, 1 + w + ~“1. Because the map e + [s, e] 
is a T-homomorphism of E onto [F, 71 it follows 1” = &a E (w, ~a, w + ~a} 
and by a suitable choice of (e; 01, /3) we may even assume that G = W, 
hence 01 = w2 and (y. + 01~ = w = ,P or /3 = ~a. Using Eq. (*) we compute 
(e; a!, p)‘. This element is represented in F = F, by 
,0+1+ &2/320 + p + p" = ,0+1+ &2p20 + pz&2 + p' 
= (w")" + 02 + cfJ(w + w') + w + co2 = 0 
Hence C,(Q) -F contains involutions and as 7 acts transitively on 
(C,,(Q)/F)* we can conclude that C,(Q) is elementary abelian of order 32. 
Remark. We have shown in particular that the structure of W is unique. 
LEMMA 2.8. W - F contains exactly 45 . 8 involutions. W,, - F contains 
no involutions. 
Proof. Assume x = tw is an involution in W-F where w E l&J1 and 
t E T. Hence t”wtw = 1. Suppose t E TO . If w E lJP> - F, then .wt = ~-1 
and by conjugation with t we see that t inverts every element in WI . But then 
each element in T,, -F has this property which is impossible. Hence 
1 w 1 = 2 and so we get in this case exactly the 3 . 8 involutions in TO - F. 
Assume now 1 t j = 4, then necessarily w E IV, - F. If y = tw’ is an other 
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involution, then (~~‘20’)~ = (wM’)-r. Set U(t) = {zu E Tt;; 1 zut = W-I), then 
L’(t) is a subgroup of SVr . Assume 1 d:(i): F i > 2, then we have U, 
.u’ E c,:(t) - F, uu E U(t) -F. But there is a certain 5 E ::E) such that 
z.6 = .ti’. Hence t and t” are both inverting u’. Hence iti E TI - F is central- 
izing E’, a contradiction. 
-4s aih elements in T/F - T,/F - TJF are conjugate under %:~,T, .$ it 
follows that there are either 0, 21 . 8 or 42 . 8 Involutions of the form tz 
with t = t’ e and t’ E T, - F, e E E’. Similary we get either 0, ‘7 8 or 14 . 8 
involutions of the form tw with t E Tr - F. 
Lemma 2.7 tells us that we have involutions of the form i’eea (t’ E TI - F, 
e E E’) which are of type (E) and other one s w!lich are no: of type (E). So 
we have precisely 42 . 8 involutions of this form and exactly 21 8 of them 
are of type (E) and the other 21 . 8 are conjugate under rE:t, q>. The 3 . 8 
involutions of T0 --P are of type (I?) too and we get an N(W)-orbit of 
invoMons of type (E) of length 24 . 8. 
Suppose there are involutions in W’, - F. As c’(t) has order 2 i i H’ j 
it follows that Wa - F contains precisely 14 . 8 involutions. Set P = lV(W)/W. 
Denote by % the image of an involution in W, - F in 5%. Then 1 X: C,(it’jl = 
64 f 21 = 35 because X acts irreducible on ID. So 5 / i GL(3, 2)i, 
a contradiction. 
Hence there are no invoiutions in IV, - F and we has-e exactly 
24 8 + 21 8 = 45 . 8 involutions in TV - F. 
I%ooji dssume I7 is an elementary abelian group of order 3 26, then 
I-P/F n IV,@ + 1 and hence IV0 - F contains involutions against Lernrila 
2.8. 
Let T’ be a &-subgroup of N(W). Choose an element 1~ of order 3 such 
that K = ,:z:> I;iW Y x4 . Then k’ contains a four-group 16 = &‘,;‘W 
normalized bv n. Then / C ,& I,)1 = 4 and ti permutes transitively the 
elements of C’,,(s/‘,J+. Further r;i, (1 r = V/TV and hence 
C,,( gr) n c,(rg) = C,(F) + 1 
Using Lemma 2.8 we know that if .Z E C&r)’ and ~1 is a pre-image of 6 
then wj? contains only involutions. So the pre-image I- of C,&~a) is an 
elementary abelian group of order 2”. If K and zr are representatives of the 
two different conjugacp classes of CA in NOW ‘V GL(3, 2) and X and X% 
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are the elementary abelian groups belonging to x and K, , respectively, 
then X # X, because !IB is an irreducible N( W)/ W-module. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let x E p’ - W, x2 E W, then the coset XW contains in- 
volutions. Assume x is an involution in V - W. The map w ---f [w, x] fawn 
C,(x) mod F into C,(x) is onto. All akvolutions in XW are conjugate in W, 
D(C&x) modF) = C,(x). xI~ contains precisely 26 involutions. If x E Z( p-1 W) 
mod W tlzezz C,(x) COWIY I/IU’. 
Proof. First C&N) = [x, ‘W] by L emma 2.1. So we may choose x in such 
a way that ~2 E F. Choose now y E I7 - W with y2 E F and [<x, y j, F] = (.f >, 
y $ xW, then [x,y]F _C C&x, y) modF. As [C&x),y] = C&x,y) we can 
even assume [.r, y] E F. So exp(<x, y)F) = 4. If for z E (.E”, y>F - F we have 
~2 E (f ), then we can assume x 2 = 1 and the coset XW contains involutions. 
So we suppose that we always have zZ # (f >. Set F = czf, fi , f2) where 
fix = ffr , f2z = f2 , fiy = fl and f2y =flZ , then x2 = fZ modi f) and y2 = fi 
mod (f ). We get (.vy)” = flf2 mod (f >. So(.~y)~ = x2y2[r, y-l] = f&[x, v-l] 
mod <f ). Thus [Go, y-l] E (f > and (x, y> F/< f) is of type (4, 4). It follows 
XY E x mod (f > and hence xY” = xi1 = by3 a contradiction. 
Now let x be an involution in I7 - W. Set R = C,&x) mod F, then 
/ R / = 2’. 
We claim that R/C,(x) is elementary abelian. Assume not, then there is a 
w E R with wP E R - C,(x) or MZ EF - C,(x). Now wZ E zu mod F and so 
w” = ZL’ f’ with f’ E F. We conclude w” + (w!‘)” = (wf’)2 = (w”)? = zjz, a 
contradiction. 
As x is an involution we have for each zu E R that zo” = w mod C,(s). So 
[.Y, .u] E C,(x) for every w E R. w + [UJ, x] is an homomorphism as F _C Z(R) 
and / R : C,(x)1 < 4. 
If we have equality then all involutions in sF are conjugate. As I’!, *Y] = 
C,(,v) it follows that in this case all involutions in XIV are conjugate. We 
have precisely 26 involutions in xW. 
Choose a &-subgroup V of iv(W) an d an element n of order 3 in N(W) 
such that (n) l’/W ‘v x1 . Hence v contains a subgroup V,, of index 2 
such that (a> Y/I6 ,E & . By a well known theorem of Baer and Suzuki 
there is an element n’ of order 3 in (n) V normalized by an involution 
x E v - vo. Then x normalizes Q = C(n’) n II’, [n’, F] and C,(n’). As 
F = C,(n’) x [a’, F] we have [F, .Y] = [[zz’, F], ~1 _C [n’, F]. Further there is 
an element m E Q -F such that (rz~)~ = <zzz). As the coset mxF contains by 
the above considerations involutions and as nz2 E C,(n’)s it follows [m, x] E F- 
[x, F]. Hence the map zu + [.w, ~1 from R into C,(.r) is onto. 
Clearly m E R and m2 E C,(x) - [“Y, F]. Since R is V-invariant D(R) = 
C,(x) follows. Now if v E I/ then .P is an involution in xW and we can find a 
zu E W with Y’~~ = x. So the last assertion follows too. 
LEMMA 2. i 1. Assume tT; - F contains izo inaohtiom C$ ?jlpe (F), Thei2 fw 
each .h>perplme Fl C F we haae N(Fl) = N(W) i> LT(FJ. 
Proof. Certainly N(FJ n AT(W) covers _%‘(F,jlC(F;). &4s O(;V(FI)) c 
O(C(F,)) and E !L C(F,) it follow O(;Y(Fr)) = ! or U(;V(Fz);,“,j = 1. 
Assume F = f, ji , f2:\ and Fr = ',f,f,::. If f' EF - Fl is conjugate in 
zV(FI) to x E I7 - FV, then x E C(F,). We use the bar-convention for groups 
and elements modulo Fl in ,Y(Fl). C(J-.L) n I\T(Flj = ,V(F) r~ ij~(Fl) ami 
--__ 
C(& n C(Fl) = ifqq%C(F,). -- 
?Issumej-:, z s in N(F& x E V - F orfa - .W in ,V(F,) with ?r E 7: - Z(F). 
As Fr = C,(x) it follows by Lemma 2.10 that C(.F) n 27 is eiementar~- 
abelian of order 3”. iZgain using Lemma 2.10 we know that the 2-group 
C(.c,&J n C(Pl) covers a four-group in r7/I/r- Moreover C(5, s.) f7 C(Fr) = 
C,(.F), F, 7:’ wherey is an element in T7 - Wcommuting with x, .XJ’ E !I - X7. 
sow x = \P, C,(.F)~; is abelian. If ,u is not elementary abelian thenJi, has 
a square-root in C(?, fJ n C(F,). N 0 element in C(T) jz) n C(F,) - C&T) 
has a square-root in this group, a contradiction. So M LS elementary abehan 
and(C(.F, fz) 17 C(FI))’ = [y, M], [y, M] n F = 1. The pre-image of [J, 111 Ires 
in an elementar!- abelian group of order32 because y normalizes C,(x) and the 
proof of Lemma 2.9. Hence x w .E in N,(C(:F~ ,fz) 1~ C(Fl)j 
- 
dme 
17 E [y, LIT] - F. So f2 -f# where zt’ E [J, iVI] - F, a contradiction. The 
Z”-theorem of Glauberman [3] gives the assertion. 
LEMMA 2.12. If II’ -F contains 120 invoiutions oj i~pe (F) ?hen C(.fj = 
C( f) n S(F) JOT f E F+. 
Proof. iTe set H = C(f). As in the proof of Lemma 2.1 I we have 
O(N) = I. Set F = ::f, fr Itz:;~. We use the bar-convention for groups and 
elements in fl modulo (f:,.. Set FI = :I f, fl>, then C(,$) n ,!I = m$ix 
Lemma 2.11 impiies C(fi) n B = F where Ty is a S,-su3groun cf H with 
Z(J-) = .f;, and Z,(F) = <j,t;fr>. 
Suppose that F is weakly closed in C,(fl) in respect to EE. Set rf = ::jIR,’ ~ 
Combining the results of Goldschmidt [4] and Shalt [i. 1] we have ~/Z(lTj = 
‘; x XI x ~.. >: X,, where P is 2-nilpotent and the ..T;‘s are simple groups 
with strcngly embedded subgroups. If F = ki me are done and as O(g) = i 
we have Z(S) = 1. F = s?,(Kz) for a certain &-subgroup Ez of k’ implies 
R = -zs -1s J? n K = 1 it follows that E induces a four-group; of ouxr 
automorphisms on E which is impossible. 
From now on we assume thatf, is conjugate to an involution FE F‘ - ?K 
We distinguish in H n N(F) between two kinds of involutions in 5 - Y. 
namelv 
,%-is of kind (I) if [.F, F] = 1, 
2 is of kind (II) if [T, F] + I. 
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If % is of the kind (I) a suitable conjugation in R n N(W) tells us that we 
can assume that C,(Z) covers v//J’. So 1 Cv(x”)l = 1 CE(~,f,)l = 2s. If f is 
of kind (II) C,(S) covers a four-group in J/iW and 1 C,(X)] = 2’. 
ilssume fr N X: in H where x is of the first kind. As 1 CB(%,jf,)[ = 2* also 
f1 is an involution of kind (I) in respect to C&X). Lemma 2.10 implies 
I C,(F) :P 1 = 23. Set 9 = C,(;Y)F/F, then j C,(v/W)[ = 2 and so 
[Z, J/jW] = C,(J’/W’). This fact and the argument of the first part of 
the proof of Lemma 2.10 gives at once C,(X)’ = <fi , a, %>, where (wFj = 
C,( v/W). x -vy for every J E ~l,fr , .ti). So by symmetry we can find a 
hyperplane K in Cg(?) such that fr 
-- 
- 7 in A for every 7 E f,K, fi $ K. One 
easily checks that this implies in any case that W - F contains involutions of 
type (F), a contradiction. 
Assume x is of kind (II). Then Al E C,(Z) - D(CB(x)). Since C’,(g) =<Jr> 
with Lemma 2.10 it follows D(C,(a)) = <jr>. So iffr is an involution of kind 
(II) in C&X) we have a contradiction. So fr is an involution of f~pe (I) in 
C~(JC) and C,(~,fr) = C,(S) has order 2’. The structure of V/W again 
gives us jr $ D(C’,(x; fi)), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.13. Theye are involutions of type (F) in TJ; - F. 
Proof. Assume the assertion is false. Then by Lemma 2.12 we have 
C(f) = N(JJ’) n C(f) for f EF+. 
Assume F+ is weakly closed in C(f ). If K = (f G, = F we have F 4 G, 
a contradiction. Like in the proof of Lemma 2.12 it follows that K is simple 
and in particular the structure of C(e), e E Es shows K = C(e)’ d G, a 
contradiction. 
Suppose now that f EF” is conjugate to an x in J/ - F. By a suitable 
conjugation in N(W) we can choose x in such a way that C,(X) has maximal 
order 2* and C,(X) covers J-/W. If C,( zc ‘containsC,(x) then (f) = K2(CV(x)) )
which conflicts with the fact that C,(X) is a &-subgroup of C(f, x). So 
Cy(x)’ = <f, w, x) where w is an involution in W - F and (wFj = C,,( V/W). 
The fact x ,uy E x {f, w) leads to the same contradiction as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.12. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let x be an involution of type (F) in W - F, then 
I C,(x)] = 2*, I W : C,(x)1 = 23 and D(C,(x)) = F. CW(x) contains an. 
elementary abelian subg,group X of order 25 and X corresponds in the sense of 
Lemma 2.9 to a x4 in N(W)/W which is tlze stabilizer of a one-dimensional 
subspace in. F. C(X) = C,(X) = XQ, 1 X n Q j = 2 and Q is a quaternion 
group of order 8. 
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
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So we may assume 1” = w and xtf (e; ~~~~ 0~). First we compute 
IV0 n C(x). Lety t--f (1; 01, p) E It; n C(s), then 
(#PclS I 1 oJpza = a((g) f O1l/yiOy~E + fyw 
or 
w(a’ + a) + 2 + 01 + p’ + /3” = 0. 
Consider the FZ-linear maps, 
f$ : ,z - ,(,z” + 2) + z + 24, 
a, :x+zJ; + .s, 
from F3 into FS . Im F n Im Z$ = l,wj and ker y = ker Z/.J = ‘j 1:‘ I So 
(C,(x) n WJ/F = ((1; 1, O), (I; 0, I), (1; w‘?, w)::,. 
Together with the proof of Lemma 2.7 we have C,(xj/F = G%(l; 1,O). 
(1; 0, l), (1; cd, 0~)~ (e; ~2, d), (P; 03 + W, ~2 + CO):: where E = ,:e, b ~ 
and 1” z w2. 
As IF, -F contains no involutions an involution in C,(x) - C,(Q) has 
to be represented by one of the following elements: (C; CIJ, w”), (i; w 2 1, w”): 
(P; w, 03 + I) or (C; w + 1, 0~~ + 1). 0 ne checks easily that only the last one 
is an involution. Henceforth C,(x) contains exactly two elementary abelian 
groups of order 25. 
There is a &-subgroup V of K(W) such that .~xF> = C&&F-/ IV). Further 
we have elements -n and 12’ of order 3 in K(W) such that ,<R,,, ’ 17;’ Tf,’ 2nd ,:,pz’; 
T.‘/IV are isomorphic to CA and represent the two classes of z:i in :V(W),iK 
Lemma 2.9 tells us that the two elementary abelian subgroups X and X1 in 
C,,(x) of order 2j do “correspond” to these two C, . certainly ET = C,(Q) 
is one of them and C,(I) = QY by the structure cf CiB(.v). 5. is 2 &-subgroup 
in N(‘d’) and C,(Y) = C,,(I) = QY. H ence Q’ = ,:f? <3 AT(Y). Karnel>--, 
if K is a group of odd order in C(Y) then K _C :V(F) = :\‘(W) and SC K = I ~ 
So C(I-) = Qlr and (N(Y) n N(W))jII iis ax1 corresponding to :he stabiiizer 
of the one-dimensional subspace If> in resoect te the action of N( W),i IIT on F. 
LEMKI 2.15. Choose X and F as in Lemma 2. i4. Set 
Proof. Set Jn = {x E N(X)1 [x, X] c ,‘.f;)>, then j0 13 N(X) since 
C(X) c N(X) and C(X)’ = ifI> by Lemma 2.14. As / X: ::j~Ji = 2i- it 
follows 1 J9 : C(X)1 < 2”. We show 1 1 : C(X), 3 2f and hence j = j0 . 
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Write X = F (x, xl). There is an element of order 3 say 7 normalizing X such 
that without loss C,(T) = (f) and s -+n x1 +n x.x1 holds. By Lemma 2.14 
there exists a w E W with [x, w] =f. Assume [x1 , w] E (f;, then [x, ZP], 
h Y w”] E (f> and hence i(J n W) : C(X)] = 4. Suppose now [x1 , w] q! (f}, 
Choose a basis f, fi , f2 of F such that fi +"f. ---tn fit2 . 
Use the bar-convention for elements in W modulo (f >. Without loss 
[%, Gj = 1 and [or , a] = fr . So [zl , -Y 1 is] = 1, [X1%, a”7 = 1, [xr.z, K?] =tz ) 
[x, tiz] = flf2 and [x, as] = rz . As 7 acts fixed-point-free on W/C(X) we 
have %fl~s” E C(X)/( f j. Therefore 
a contradiction. 
By Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 we can find an involution y E V - IT’ such that 
X/F C C,(y) and if x’ E X then either x’y or f&y is an involution when 
C,(y) = (f, fi). We get immediately [X, y] = (f > and [X1 yn] = (f >. So 
and hence 
J/C(X) is a group of order 2” acted upon by 7 fixed-point-free. J’ C C(X) 
follows. We even claim J’ _C X, then [J’, J] C (f) and cl(J) = 3 as J 
covers X/F. 
Set &’ = C(X)F and MO = X/F. As do = G&F, ye) it follows 
[A, (7, y>] C J?‘~ and [y, y”] _C &!‘s . W e show that CWm(y) = Cd&s) = JY~ . 
Assume C”,(y) 3 A,, . Then it exists an element 12 E Cdl(y) n Cdtr(;i) -J&‘, . 
So [H, y] = 1 and [M, y”] = 1 and C&y, 7”) = dMc, @ (@, a contradiction. 
Set JY = (J n W)/F. If fi E JY we know [%, J] E & n C&V). 
We get [fz, y] E &s and similarly [ti, y”] E &‘s . So for 3 E <y,ys) we have 
[ti, .Y] E JZ,, . Assume %, lzl E J’, Z, ,?r E <y, ys), then 
[ES, 121x1] E F17+22F1E[7i, 77J II,-'G~~ 
-l--l E n-lT-l 
%(l '1 
--I - ,---I 
) ml (ml, ) ZSl = 1 mod J&‘,, , 
so J’ C X. (Note that in the last section of the proof we have used the bar- 
convention for elements modulo F.) 
LEMMA 2.16. Let Fl be a hJFerplane in F, then lV(F,) = V(Fr) n N(Tt7). 
Proof. Certainly fV( Iv) n I\i(F,) covers N(F,)/C(F,) and if f’ E F - Fl , 
f' my in L = I\r(FJ then y EL, = C(F,). As E C C(F,) we have O(L,) = 
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O(L) = i and so O(L,/F,) = 1. Assume F =Fl.,.f\ TJ;se :!x bar-conrention ____ 
for groups 2nd elements of L modulo F1 , then C,(f) = ,47(F) n L and 
C,(f) = ,V(F)f-lL,. Let I’ be a $-subgroup in Xi(W) (7 ?V(F1), F- = 
$a, bT c) where a2 = b” = c2 = 1, [!;a, b:;> FJ = 1 2nd -Ffi = JF\,O, j 6; .c 
CL 0 ( f ). Further [c, FJ f 1 and Z( V/W) = (a;. W: IV. 
Let ZE CEP(f) be an element whose pre-image is an inroh&xr. 
If 2 E C&a, 6) then by a suitable conjugation with an element in C,(f) 
we -may even assume that a E C&(v) and so CF(.?) covers i’/TF: C,(a) is 
a S,-subgroup of CE(f, X) and 1 C&S)/ = 2s, 1 CFO(%), = 2;” and C&F), = 
2’l. We tail involutions conjugate in C,(f) to % of kind (I). 
Xow we assume that 1 C~O(~)W/W 1 = 2 and CB(%)BT/ ‘;r;i = 4. By rhe 
structure of CL&a) mod F one sees easily that the pm-image of C&g) is not 
an elementarv abetian group of order 32. Thus CF(.?)IV/W is a four-group. 
If s is not of kind (I) by a suitable conjugation in Ct(*r) we have C9($ = 
CE&$:a, c;) and this group is a &-subgroup in C:(,F, X) and CFn(z?)I = 2” 
~ C,(5): = 2’O. Involutions conjugate in C,(j) to .t: are of kind (IIj. 
Assume XE W-F and CFO(.~) = Cw(s) and , v’Z’~(S): C,:F); = 2: 
then CT(%) is a &-subgroup of C,(f, Z) of order 2”. I nvolu:ions conjugate in 
CE(j) to T are of kind (III). 
Again assume F E IV - F and now C(E) n CE(j;) = C&X$ then C,(F) 
has order 3s and is a &-subgroup of CE(J7 s). involutions conjugate in 
C.c(f) to .F are of kind (I\‘). 
Finailv XC TO - F, then we may choose P = Z as C,(j) acts transitively 
on (F&W)+. Then C,(S) . is a &-subgroup in C,(J’, s)? ~ CFO(~) = 7’ and 
I CB(.?); = 2”. Involutions conjugate in C,(J) to 2 are of kind (V), 
If 5 is one of the above involutions then C,(g) is a &-subgroup in C,(f. F) 
and C,(.F) is a &-subgroup in C,“(Y,~). Suppose :F -S in E and F is an 
involution of kind (9) where (9) E {(I), (II),..., (V,,, ’ ‘I then j is an inv-oiution. 
which pIars the role of .V in C,(f) now in CE(-). In particular f is of kind 
(A) in C#). 
case i j .U is of kind (I), (II) ,..., or (IV). Si’e claim that R = C,(.V) of 
order 2 is characteristic in C,(T). R/(f) is elementary abelian and 
;f\ C Z(C,(X)) C a. Suppose P is a group of order 2s. with a chain 
:.:E:; C Z(CF(.~)) C p such that P/it) is elementary abehan of order 27. If -i 
contains an element of B - IV, then 1 PA II, j < 25. Hence P covers at 
least a four-group in r/IT. Again the action of r/IF on YI3 implies 
i-p n 17 / < Z5 and so 1 p / < Z7, a contradiction. So p c C,(S) and hence 
P = R. D(R) = (<f) by Lemma 2.14 and so ,:I f ;, char Cg(k). We get the 
contradiction f + x in E. 
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Case 2. Al is of kind (V). Set R = C,J%)‘, then 1 R 1 3 2” and the pre- 
image of i? lies in an elementary abelian group of order 25 by Lemma 2.9. 
E n F = 1 by symmetry in T and f and z Y Z in F for every I: E R by 
Lemma 2.10. Again by symmetry in 5 and f it follows that f is conjugate 
to an involution of kind (I), (II),..., or (IV), a contradiction, 
We have shown that / f ) is weakly closed in CE( f ) in respect to E. The 
Z*-theorem of Glauberman gives us the assertion. 
LEMMA 2.17. Set H = C(f) for f E F+, then either F 4 H OY F + H but 
X Q H (X has the same mea&g as in Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15). 
Proof. As usual O(H) = 1 and O(H/(f)) = 1. Set F = (f,fi ,c2), 
b’ C H, V = Tt’(a, 6, c) such that az = b* = cp = 1, aI%’ E Z( V/W), 
[F, /a, b)] = (f), f.2c = fJ2 and C,(c) = <f, fi>. H n N(W) contains a 
3-element q acting transitively on (fi , fS)+ and normalizing I’, = W<a, b). 
If XF/F = C,(IT,,/W) then X is an elementary abelian group of order 25 as 
described in Lemmas 2.9 and 2.15. H n N(W) = k’(q) and H n N(W) = 
N(X) n N(W). Set Fl = (f, fJ. Use the bar-convention for groups and 
elements of H modulo (f). C,(Jr) = H n M(F,) = v by Lemma 2.16. 
We determine roughly the classes of involutions in F = Cg(fi) which 
have involutions as pre-images and are possibly conjugate in H to f1 . We 
call such an involution z of kind 
(0) If ZEF - <Jr>, then 1 C,(X)[ = 2ra and z -fr in WV)* 
- 
(I) If %E IT - J?‘, +F) = - ~ C&IT/W), then 1 C,(.v)I = 2r1. 
(II) IfzE W--,~E C,(T;‘,/w) - C&r/w), then 1 C,(x)1 = 21° --- 
and x .N E’ in N(W) n H where (X’F) = C,( V/ W). 
(III) If IV E I/I’ -F and C,(X) covers (a; c)IT/~, then 1 C,(Z) = 21°. 
(IV) If TE W-F and C~(F) covers (u)W/W where u = b or ba, 
then / C,(S)\ = 2g and x N .F’ in N(W) n H where 3’ is of kind (III). 
(V) If “F E W - F and C9(3p) covers (@>m/TT where u = c or ca, 
then [ C,(x)1 = 29. 
(VI) If “FE W-F and C,(g) = C,(Y), then j C,(X)~ = 28 and 
I D(C,(%))I = / F I = 4 (see Lemma 2.14). 
(VII) If T E c:QIF’ - II’, then I CF(~)I = 28 and / C,(S)’ I 3 23. 
(VIII) If ~L’E (a; 6jW, then I C,(ZC)/ = 2’ and 9~ %’ in m) 
where 3’ is of kind (VII). 
(IX) If SE T - (5, 6)W, then 1 Cp(~)/ = 2’. 
Always C&X) = C,(fr , x). Suppose x is an involution of kind (A) in 
r = C,(J1) where (A) E{(O), (I),..., (IX)} and C&) q+ Cr(3~‘) where X’ is 
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an involution of another kind-say (Bj. Assume .V -f, in R, then-f1 is not an 
involution of kind (B) in Cg(%). 
dssullle j; - I i?Z R. 
2 1s not of kind (VI): This follows from the remark above and 
D(Cp(sj) = F. 
% is not of kind (1): By Lemma 2.14 D;C,(Z),) = F. Iience 
[C,(Q D(C,(F))] = <; frj which implies the assertion. 
5 is not of kind (IX): By Lemma 2.10 there is an element 7 in C,(X) 
with 7’ =fr . Hence fr E D(Cp(y)) and X$ D(C,(?j). If ~7 -J’; in g then 
fr is in C,(F) either an involution of kind (VIII) or (IX) and SC Ji $ D(C,($) 
a contradiction. 
E is not of kind (VII) and (1’111): Assume s is of kind (‘<II). Lemma 2.10 
implies F c C,(T), / CF(~): F 1 = 23 and C,(S) is elementary abelian of 
order 2”. So R = CV(i)<~~:,: is a maximal elementary abelian group in C,(Z) 
of order 2”. If 9 E C,(F) - C,(T) then ; C&X) n C(y): < 23. So all elemen. 
tary abelian groups of order 2 26 are contained in M = CFO(.?) or R. So 
one of these groups is characteristic in C,(Z). Z(lu) -= -~?c,‘z;:. and 
C,(F), Z(:V)] = .: fr , s j with s E X - r;-i. Aiso <%: “fl i S;A c CR, C,(.$r C C&T). 
In any case this contradicts the fact that Jr is an involution of kind XII) -\- 
in C&P). Involutions of kind (VII) and (VIII) ESiT conJug& In 2 n x(X’) 
and therefore F is not of kind (VIII) either. 
.F is not of kind (III) and (IV): Supp ose first .? is of kind (IVj.. then j: is 
of kind (IV) in C,(Y). Going back to pm-images we have %‘I’, & --r / i, x\, in 
h’. By choosing a suitable notation we even have JT1 .z .x in +G. XOW 
Cd”& , x) = C,(x) n C(F,) = C,(s). So F = D(C,-(,t; I x))~ h-c symmetry 
in the argument for P and Jr implies x E F, a contradiction. Suppose not: .F 
is of kind (III), then 9 E I’ and Cv(3) co\-ers ‘,CE -ii> f*;;~7/~~ * r//a=- 
<:u:,F; $7 where zi = b or ba. Hence 3 is of kind (11’) and we get a contra- 
diction to our first result. 
The involutions of kind (0), (I) and (II) all lie in X. Thus either F or ST 
is weakly closed in C,(fi) in respect to R. Set K = i,Fi”‘\. 
Assume first that F is weakiy closed in C,(J;), The combined resulrs of 
Goldschmidt [4] and Shult [l l] then imply that Z(R) = 1 and x is a simple 
group with a &-subgroup F. K n ,?? = 1 and by the structure of Out i-+2,) an 
element in E* centralizes K, a contradiction (note that if .Y is an ins-olution 
commuting with e E E+ then er is an invohAon of type (E)). So F 4 R. 
Assume now X is weakly closed in CB(Jr}. If x + K’ again the results of 
Goldschmidt and Shult imply Z(k-) = 1 and R is a sample group with 
strongly embedded subgroup. r n k? is a S,-subgrcup of k? vvith 
Q,(r c R) = S. So k? = L,(16). 
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Again as K n E = 1 and the structure of Out (Ls(16)) it follows that an 
element in ,?+ centralizes R, a contradiction. So X 4 H. 
LEMMA 2.18. Use the notation of Lemma 2.15. If F + H then J u H and 
HIJ--5 * 
Proof. Lemma 2.15 implies J 4 H and H/J acts faithful on X/(f >. Use 
the bar convention for groups and elements in H module <f). r = C& fi) 
where we use the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.17. Thus H/J acts 
transitively on X+ and [ H/J 1 = 23 . 3 . 5. We claim r = H/J = Ea. 
Assume r, is a proper normal subgroup of r. As X is an irreducible 
r-module we have O,(r) = 1. If O,(P) or O,(r) + 1 then r contains an 
element of order 15. In this case r is solvable and as O,(r) = 1 we have 
/ O(r)/ = 15. But for a S,-subgroup S of GL(4, 2) we have [ NGLc4,s)(S)J = 
15 .4, a contradiction. It follows that I’, is not solvable and hence r, = il, . 
Because S(r) = 1 then r = Ca . 
LEMMA 2.19. If F 4 H (irz particular H = H n N(W)) then j G / = 
21” . 3 . 53 . 7 . 13 or I G 1 = 2l.1” . 3 . 5 .7’ . 13 . 31. 
Proof. If f is an involution of type (F) and e an involution of type (E) then 
I C(f)1 = 2l” . 3 and j C(e)i = 2s . 5 . 7 . 13. Let Q be the set of all ordered 
pairs (e’, f ‘) where e’ is an involution of type (E) and f’ is an involution of 
type (F). For .r E G denote by a(x) the number of elements (e’, f ‘) E D with 
(f’e’)k = x for a suitable k. Then a(e) is the number of involutions in Sx(8) = 
5 . 7 . 13. We will compute the number a(f). Then the Thompson order 
formula together with 2.13 will imply 
! G I = a(f) . I C@>l + 44 1 I W)l. 
Case 1. V - IV contains no involutions of type (F). As involutions in 
V - TV have square roots they are not of type (E) either. If e’ is of type (E) 
and f' E 117 - F is of type (F) we have (e’f ‘)2 E Fe. As N(TV) acts transitively 
on F+ we have for f E F” exactly 2g . 3” pairs (e’, f ‘) with (e'f ‘)a = J Hence 
1 G 1 = j . 7.. 13 .214 . 3 + 29 . 3” . 2s . 5 . 7 . 13 = 21’ 3 . 53 . 7 . 13. 
Case 2. V - IV contains involutions of type (F). Again we have precisely 
2g . 3” pairs (e’, f ‘) with (e'f ‘)” = f where f' E IV - F. 
Let x be an involution in V - IV. Then all involutions in XIV are conjugate 
under W and thus all involutions in H - Ware of type (F). Now H/W N z,4 
and hence there are precisely 9 cosets XI%’ which contain involutions. There 
are exactly 3 cosets-say aW, BW and abTV---such that for any involution x 
in such a coset we have [F, x] = (f 1). 
For involutions 3: in the other six cosets we have [F, y] f (f). If x’ is any 
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inVOhtiGn in .!! - Et7 and e is an involution of type (E) then exe has order 2 
and is therefore a root for an element in3’. 
fore, hEE. 
[eL, c]’ = [e, cl2 [i, cl2 [[e, c], [h. c]] 
Let I’ be a &-subgroup of H. Suppose E = ~ f, p’, and there is a z E It7 
with et’ E iF. Hence To = E(e, ev>. We can even choose n in such a way that 
e“ = h. Finally there is an element 7 of order 3 with e’” = e and ? c N(>rO). 
Hence ~71 E C(e) n N( To) and z’ E W. Thus e” E 2r”, a contradiction. 
dgain set E = :,e, +. Use the bar convention for groups and elements 
modulo F. By the above remark z’, 2’ and (2)’ are different orbits of length 8. 
The union of the corresponding cosets is the union of all involutions of 
type (F) in TV or H, respectively. Further if eec is a root ofJ“ then (eee)” = 
ec(eFjc’ is a root off’“. 
If now e E E+ then (eec)a E C,(c) and there is at least one e c Ef with 
.(.e@;: = .:J:; = [F, c]. If ccc, &? and ee’(ee’)c are roots of S then for every 
involution e’ in bl; we have (e’ c)’ =f where [F, c] = c\f: . So only the 3 
cosets xTt; with [x, F] = C~fJ, girve roots of the form es. As .Y~F- contains by- 
Lemma 2.10 precisely 26 involutions we have 
a(f) = 29 . jr + 26 . 3 * 2” . 3 = 29 r 31. 
370~ we assume that withoujt loss (&e’c)z = ,fi where C,(c) = (f,fl) and 
fE,c] = t’;>. By (*) and (** we have (ec(e&)c)2 =iyi[;ri[ie, c], [i, c]] =J1 mod ,:.fl:. 
Clearly we have as many roots for fi as for#i of the form e’c where e’ is of 
type (E). So for each element-f’ in C,(c)+ there are precisely 2fi involutions 
e’ of type (E) such that (ce’)a = f’. As H/W contains preciselv rGne nontrivial 
cosets which contain involutions. They will give a contribution of 26 . 9 , 2” 
pairs (e, x) with (exjd = f in H. Again a(f) = 2” 3”. 
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So in any case we have 
/ G 1 = 2r” .3.5.7.13+2g.32.2s.5.7.13 
= 21” . . . . . 3 5 72 13 31. 
LEMMA 2.20. Suppose F 4 H, p E rr(G) and S is a S,-subgroup in G. 
(i) IffG~/,=7andp=7then/N(S)I=23~3~7. 
(ii) 1fp = 13 then 1 N(S)] = 2” . 13 OY 2-’ . 3 . 13. 
(iii) F +I H. 
Proof. The assumptions imply that S is a S,-subgroup of C(E). Assume 
E is not a &subgroup of C(S). Then either S lies in H or a e E E+ has square 
roots, a contradiction. 
(i) Assume p = 7 = 1 S I. We have an element of order 3 normalizing 
but not centralizing S. Hence 1 N(S)1 > 23 . 3 . 7 by the structure of Sx(8). 
As 3 ‘I j C(S)1 we know that C(S) is solvable. Also O(C(S)/S) = 1 as E _C C(S). 
Hence E 4 C(S). -4s N(E) n N(S) covers N(E)/C(E) it follows that 
1 Iv(S) = 23 .3 .7. 
(ii) Assume p = 13. If p is a S,,-subgroup of Sx(8) then / N,,(,J(P)I = 
2”. 13 and so 1 N(S)] 3 24 . 13. O(C(S)/S) = 1 as EC C(S). So if C(S) is 
solvable then / N(S)] = 2” . 13 or 2* .3 . 13 because EC C(S) and the 
structure of C(E). Suppose C(S) is not solvable. Then C(S) contains a 
minimal normal subgroup R ‘v A,. N(S) contains an element x of order 4 
with <xi n R = 1. As 1 H 1 is prime to 5 and the structure of Out(As) we 
get a contradiction to the fact that x2 is an involution of type (F.) 
(iii) If I G 1 = 214 . 3 . 53 . 7 . 13 the S,-theorem together with (i) gives 
a contradiction. So by Lemma 2.19 / G / = 214 . 3 . 5 . 7’ . 13 . 31. The 
S,,-theorem together with (ii) gives a contradiction. 
One checks that Section 1, Lemmas 2.5, 2.15, 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20 together 
with the work of D. Parrott [lo] imply the following theorem. 
THEOREM (*). Let G be a finite group containing a subgroup D with the 
following properties: 
(i) D N E x S where E is an elementary abelian group of order 
2’l(n > 1) and S z Sz(2’“) (m 2 3). 
(ii) For e E E= = Z(D)* we always haoe C(e) = D. Suppose further that 
G contains no subgroup of index 2, S(G) = 1 and D’ + G. Then G is isomorphic 
to the Rudzyalis simple group. 
The slightly more general theorem (*) implies the main theorem. 
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3. A LAST REMARK 
After completing the proof of the main theorem D. Corensteie mentioned 
to the author that the theorem might be more useful to allow for the group 
S E+ Sx(2”!) which occurs in the assumption also field-automorphisms. it is 
not difficult to verifJ7 the following result. 
(i) W = E x S* .where E is elementaq! abeiian ojoder 2”(i << x < CZI), 
S” = A- s.;, s Q s*, s ‘u &(2”~), (3 < m < co), <s> n S = 1, 1 ii / / m ami 
s acts as a Jield-automo+bri of oder ~ s 1 01; S. 
(ii) W = C(e) for e E E+. 
Prooj: I~Yrtually, we have only to check that the arguments in Section i 
of this paper still hold in our slightly changed situation. Cleariy, Lemma I.:, 
1.2 and I.3 hold. 
Pi.ooJ. Set I’ = (.Y E X I [To , .Tj CF}. As in Lemma I.4 We have: 
1’4 X, Y/T acts doubly transitive on the coset eF for e E E=, no involution 
yET”=(Y/T)‘hasafixed-pointoneFandlI’:’Ti =q(g-I)~~.,. 
Suppose E = 17/T is not solvable. As in Lemma I. 12 the result of Bender 
[I] impiies r = GL(3, 2) and q = 8. C onsider the two GL(3, 2)-modules 
T/TO and F. They afford absolutely irreducible representations with different 
Brauer-characters. So the representation of GL(3? 2) on F must be the 
contragredient representation of CL(3, 2) on T/T, . Set L = A~l-(h;t::To) 
where i G T - TO, then L centralizes ta E F+. But i, must fix a hvnerplane _ I 
and not a point of F by the above remark, a contradiction. 
So f is solvable. We set N = (x E X [s, F] = I> and YB’ = O,(X). -As 
in the proof of Lemma 1.4 we have TT’ = O,( 1’): 1 X : TB 1 = l(2), :V 4 X; 
AT n I’ = JF and N/l/ii is represented faithful on Jr;; T. JXe use the notation 
of the proof of Lemma 1.4. Thus for a 2-complement i, in ?:I’ wi:h :I[, $1; CL 
we have L = ~ [, s:’ x R, where R = L A A:, Ri&’ = It;. 
Suppose K + I, then [E, R] = E, [Tl , I?] = ; ar,d x E I? acts like some 
5 E Z(.<‘, sj) on r;ri’T. As in the proof of Lemma I.4 we have 1 R : = IQ~[~ s‘.sl, 
which contradicts s + 1 and the order of Z(<j, S;). 
Now ail conclusions follow as in the proof of Lemma 1.4. 
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Using Lemma 3.1, it is clear that Lemmas 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 remain valid, 
where we use the same terminology as in Section 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. qo < (412)““. 
Proof. The map w + [w, e] from C(s) n II/r into C,(s) for e E E+ is onto. 
Hence [e, w] # [&, w] for e, e’ E P, e f e’ and w E (C(s) n WJ -F. So 
qo = I E I < I C,(s)1 d WYl”. 
LEMMA 3.3. W is xot a &-subgroup of G. 
Proof. In the case q. > 2 the proofs of Lemmas 1.10 and 1.11 go through 
without any changes. 
Suppose now q. = 2. By the Thompson transfer lemma the set .Q = 
{To” 1 x E N(W)} contains more then one element. 
So N(W) 1 N(T). Use the bar-convention for homomorphic images 
modulo W, and assume that W is a &-subgroup of G. Let &? be a minimal 
normal subgroup of N(W). Th e same argument as in the proof of Lemma 
1 .lO shows that N,-((pj) C (E). If R = R n <a we get the contradiction -- 
N(W) = N(T,) = N(T). If a # R n <{> the group K(f) acts frobeniusly 
on Q and the same contradiction as in the proof of Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10 
arises. 
LEMMA 3.4. N(W)/W=N(T)/T. 
Proof. Set Q = {To” 1 x E N(W)}. Let n be the permutation-representation 
of N(W) on Sz. 
(a) ker r = W: Clearly, WC ker r. Suppose 1 # 5 E ker QT n (l), then 
5 E <:‘) n <If, 7, s>z W for every x E N(W). Since WI/F =E F it follows that 5 
centralizes no element in Wl”/F. For To” + To it follows 5 E ([, y, s)~ 
II’ - <&xW. So C,(<) is not elementary abelian, a contradiction. 
Suppose now 21 E (E, 7, s) - (&, u E ker z-, then [u, fl _C (E> n ker m = 1. 
Hence C(u) n <[) = (&, a contradiction. 
(b) N(W)/W is doubly transitive on Q: We have j N(W)/W ] = (q - 1). 
I&) 1 . 1 .Q 1. As usual N( To”) n (5) = 1 for To” # To and so 1 Q I = 1 + 
k(q - 1) where this number contains the 2-part of 1 N( II/)/ W I. By Lemma 1.8 
(1 + k(q - 1)) (q. - 1) < 2qoq - q. + q - 2. If q. >, 4 then Fz < 4. If 
k = 3 then N(W)/ W has a &-subgroup of order 2 and hence a normal 
2-complement has a subgroup acting frobeniusly on Q and we have the usual 
contradiction. 
If k > 5 then q. = 2 and then k = 5 as the above inequation shows. Hence 
a &-subgroup of N(W)/W is abelian of order 4 and by the structure of A, 
we get a subgroup L whose index in N(W) divides 12. Since 3 : (q - I) we 
have <[> W _CL and we get the same contradiction as above, Hence k = I 
andq=iQi. 
(c) N(tV))lTV ‘v N(T)/T: Suppose first L\r(W)j Ff’ is not solvable. Like 
in the proof of Lemma 1.12 we have :V( Wj/ W z GL(3, 2) and q = 8. 
Lemma 3.2 implies qa = 2. Let j3 be the Brauer-character m the representation 
of GL(3, 2) on Tf(IF. Then 
If /Y is the Brauer-character of 1 @ D 0 l?*, where i is the trivial re- 
presentation of GL(3, 2) over Fa , D is the standard representation of GL(3, 2) 
over a F.,-vectorspace of dimension 3 and D* is its contragredient representa- 
tion, then j3 = /3’, So W/F h as as GL(3, 2)-composition factors the 
l-representation, D and II*. 
Since ht(TJ does not involve GL(3, 2) we have Tr Q: X(ZY/;: Thus 
WI Q X(W). 
Suppose Wa Q K(W). WJF is an indecomposable module because 
T, + ,V(Ft’) and Wa/T involves the representations D and D”. It is easy to 
see for an indecomposable FJGL(3, 2)]- mo d ule 31 of dimension 6 which 
involves D and D*, that M has the following orbits of elements under 
GL(3, 3): 1, 7, 28, 28 (or 1, 7, 56). 
Assume [Tr , FvYI] = 1, then exp( WI) = 4 as SYO/ WI and F are cortra- 
gredien: GL(3, 2)-modules. For each 1’ E Tr - F there is a unique coset 
wF 2 Jr1 - F with j t-w i = 2. Clearly, I((tm)“F 1 x E X(W)i))i = 7, a con;ra- 
diction to the above remark. assume nom !T, I W,] =F. exp(E&) = 2 
implies with Lemma 2.1 that there are precisely 7 cosets of the form ncF 
in W, - il’r consisting of involutions, a contradiction. So exp(Wr) = 4. 
Take ‘U ; WI - F. Set f = .w2 EF+ and K = Cp&y( f > = !v.?&.pYz;) 
PO, TI] = F by Lemma 1.1 and so there is a t E Tr with [t, W] =J: Since 
tl’a/W, and TZ’JF are contragredient GL(3, 2j-moduies there is x E K with 
!“W, 1 tiC’ 
l * 
Suppose t” = t’w’ with t’ E Tr -F and zu’ E WI ) then j = 
f” = [fLI zuz] = [t’, w]. So tF = t% by Lemma 1.1, a contradiction. 
So H/a + N(W) and TOWI a N(W). Hence erp(W’r) = 4 and the invom- 
tion z in E inverts WI . Assume first [Tr , Wlj = 1. Eveq involution in W 
lies in Wa w Wre. Therefore WO 4 N(W) as the mvolutions in W@ generate 
W, I a contradiction. 
Assume now [T, , Wr] = F and for lit, E EfYl -F, ~02 = f EF+ set K = 
~N(l&j) = A<v&F<w)). Since the representation of GL(.Py 2) on P; is 
contragredient to that on W/TOT/t/, there is x E R wkh tzT9Wr f tTOM;‘r fur 
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every t E Tl - F. Choose t with [t, w] = f and x as above. Suppose t” = tleW 
where 01 E (0, I} and t, E Tl -F, w’ E IV1 , then f = f 2 = [t”, zu”] = 
[t,e”w’, w] = [t, , z~][e~, w]. As [e, w] = w* = f, we have by Lemma 1.1 
a = 0. Hence [t, , zu] = f, a contradiction. 
So N( IV)/ W is solvable. All assertions follow as in the proof of Lemma 1.12. 
Lemmas 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15 remain unchanged. With the notation of 
hypothesis (*) of Section 1 and Lemma I. 16 we have the following. 
LEMMS 3.5. If X E CT, then 1 O,(N(X))I = q * [ X [ and O,(N(X)) E i?,? 
Proof. The application of the Thompson transfer lemma to the involution 
e, X and its subgroup X0 of index 2 shows, that X is not a &-subgroup of G. 
If N(X)/X is solvable it is-as usual-easily seen that N(X)/X contains 
a Frobenius-group Y/X of order q(q - l), then the proof of Lemma 1.16 
goes through. If N(X)/X . IS not solvable again we have N(X)/X E GL(3, 2) 
and q = 8. But IV’,, 4 N(X) and N(X) . d m uces on W,,/F the group GL(3, 2). 
We reach the same contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
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